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A Noncyclic Analysis of English Word Stress

Susana Sainz

1. Introduction

Most theories of stress have accounted for the basic stress patterns of English by a combination of stress and destressing rules. As Kiparsky (1979) points out, Liberman and Prince's (L&P) (1977) stress rules assign metrical structure in the following four main steps:

(1) a. Assign [± stress]
   b. Assign "feet":

```
  s
 /\  
/   \
 s  w  w . .
```

c. Connect remaining nodes
d. Label right branches s iff they are branching (at the relevant level)

They indicate that before applying these rules on a cycle, all prosodic structure in the domain of that cycle is erased ("Deforestation") and only the [± stress] markings are kept. Kiparsky notes that, because of the "deforestation" at the beginning of each cycle, the output of L&P's stress rules could equally be obtained by applying the rules on the last cycle, i.e., noncyclically. He proposes instead that not only the [± stress] markings but also all metrical structure assigned in previous cycles is kept as long as it is not deleted by the application of (1)b; thus he claims, in contrast to L&P, that rules (1a-d) crucially apply in a cyclic manner. Hayes (1981, 1982) and Selkirk (1984) come to the same conclusion as Kiparsky.
Turning now to morphological levels in English, two types of derivational affixes have been recognized: those that may affect stress placement (nonneutral or level 1, e.g., *in-, -ity, -ic, -ous*) and those that do not (neutral or level 2, e.g., *non-, -ness, -hood, -ly*). Furthermore, Siegel (1974) observed that neutral affixes appear outside but not inside nonneutral ones. This level 1/level 2 distinction, together with the general claim that English word stress rules are cyclic, has led to a general proposal, worked out differently by different theories, that (i) level 1 morphology is the domain of (most) stress rules, i.e., level 1 affixes enter into the canonical patterns of English word stress while level 2 affixes do not, and (ii) stress rules interact with level 1 morphological rules, reapplying after each word-formation process. (The second part of this proposal is what we will be referring to throughout this article as the "cycle" or the "phonological cycle".)

In the present study, however, we give some arguments in favour of a noncyclic application of English word stress rules within the framework of a level-ordered morphology. We deal exclusively with English derivational processes and argue (i) that level 1 morphology is the domain of word stress and destressing rules and (ii) that these rules apply in a noncyclic fashion, i.e., all level 1 affixation is done in one step before the stress and destressing rules apply. Within this approach the relevant part of the English lexicon could be organized as in (2).

(2) **Lexicon**

```
  underived lexical entries
    ↓
  level 1 affixation → LEVEL 1 PHONOLOGY
                    ↓
  level 2 affixation → LEVEL 2 PHONOLOGY
                    ↓
  stress and destressing rules
```

The diagram in (2) entails a clear divergence from the general proposal referred to above, as it denies the existence of the phonological cycle, i.e., it does not allow any interaction
between the morphology and the phonology at level (stratum or component) 1. In addition, (2) claims that level 1 phonological rules do not apply to bound roots, since underived lexical items must go through level 1 morphology before any phonological rules may apply. Finally, nothing in the structure we present in (2) prevents the existence of phonological rules that apply at both levels 1 and 2; in fact, our proposed analysis in section four includes some instances of such rules.

However, it is not the goal of this study to give an exhaustive account of English stress patterns, but to show that a noncyclic approach can capture the basic regularities of English stress. Hopefully, our conclusions will encourage a deeper investigation of the consequences of eliminating the cycle as a mode of application of word stress rules.

Sections two and three are a critical review of the literature on English word stress, a review that serves to motivate both the formulation and the stratal domain assignment of the stress and destressing rules that play a role in the noncyclic analysis we offer in section four. Although stress is represented in our analysis in terms of Selkirk's (1984) grid theory, in section two we briefly compare a grid model (Selkirk's 1984) with a tree model (Hayes's 1981, 1982) and in section three we discuss both grid and tree models of English stress. We think (i) that these two approaches do not differ in aspects relevant to our noncyclic analysis and (ii) that, therefore, the conclusions reached in this study in terms of grid theory can be extended to tree analyses of English word stress.

Section two deals with questions relative to stress assignment. Selkirk's (1984) system of English word stress is revised and a crucial assumption is made concerning the underlying representation of vowel elements that always surface as schwa, namely, that they are schwas underlyingly. Furthermore, it is claimed that schwas cannot be stressed.

In section three some destressing rules are discussed in detail. Kiparsky's (1982) rules of Pre- and Poststress Destressing are collapsed as a level 1 rule of Medial Destressing. Initial Destressing--a separate rule from Medial Destressing--is assigned to the level 1 domain in order to deal with the different destressing properties of level 1 vs. level 2 prefixes, and this assignment is shown to require the noncyclic application of level 1 phonological rules. Finally, evidence is provided for the level 1 status of Sonorant Destressing.

In section four, the noncyclic approach suggested in section three in connection with the destressing behaviour of prefixes is shown to account for the basic stress patterns of English. Such an approach is proposed on the basis of (i) the rules and assumptions considered in sections two and three plus (ii) some additional rules introduced in the fourth
section. Finally, some standard arguments for the cyclic assignment of word stress are discussed and two arguments for the noncyclic assignment of word stress are presented.

2. Stress

This section is concerned with those rules and assumptions that are responsible for assigning stress to English words. To begin with, we claim that (i) never-alternating surface schwas are schwas in underlying representation and (ii) schwas are unstressable elements. Then, some of Selkirk's (1984) stress rules and her proposals about the notion of extrametricality are revised. Finally, Selkirk's (1984) and Hayes's (1982) stress rules are briefly compared. We think that this comparison may help the reader to follow the discussion of the following sections in which rules are formulated in terms of both approaches.

2.1. The "Neutral" Vowel in English

A number of conditions have been proposed in the literature regarding the abstractness of underlying representations: the Alternation Condition (Kiparsky 1973), the Revised Alternation Condition (Kiparsky 1973), the Strict Cycle Condition (Mascaró 1976). All these conditions limit the abstractness of underlying representations to cases motivated by phonological alternations. Along the lines of these proposals, we are going to postulate underlying schwas for those V-elements in English that always surface as schwa. Moreover, we assume the following characterization of schwa:

(3) a. The "neutral" vowel schwa is a vowel element with no feature specification.
b. Assuming multi-tiered phonological representations, as proposed in autosegmental theory, we represent this featureless V-element or "empty V" (Ve) as occupying a V (skeleton) slot unassociated with any segmental tier(s). This is illustrated below with the word Panan [pænəʊmə]:

```
skeleton"(CV-tier) .. C V C V C V
             [   ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
segmental tier(s) ..... p [ - high ] n m [ - high ]

    + low
    - back
```
c. "Empty Vs" cannot be stressed.
Therefore, under our analysis, never-alternating surface schwas are assumed to be "empty Vs" underlyingly.³

Let us consider now vowel alternations such as the ones in democrat-democracy [démakrēt]-[demákræsi]. It is a well-known fact that "lax vowels reduce to a central, high, or mid unrounded 'neutral' vowel in English when they are sufficiently weakly stressed. . . . We have been representing this neutral vowel as [ə]." (Chomsky and Halle 1968, p.110 henceforth referred to as SPE). In the light of the above assumptions, we interpret SPE's statement as referring to the reduction to schwa, i.e., the loss of features, of those vowels with a feature specification in underlying form that either never get stressed, or else get destressed, as shown below.⁴

(4) democrat [démakrēt] -- democracy [demákræsi]
president [prēzedent] -- presidential [prēzedéntsəl]
alternate [altænæt] -- alternative [altænætəv]

Consequently, a preliminary formulation of the rule of Vowel Reduction can be as follows:⁵

(5) Vowel Reduction

\[ V \rightarrow V_e \]

[-stress]

The operation of Vowel Reduction--a rule of feature deletion ordered, as we will see later, after the stress and destressing rules--is illustrated in (6).⁶

(6) /d [ - high ] m [ - high ] k r [ - high ] t/ \ldots... \ldots... Underlying Repres.

[ déməkrət] ................................. After stress and destressing rules

[d [ - high ] m [ - low ] k r [ + low ] t] \ldots... After Vowel Reduction

[déməkrət] ................................. Surface Repres.
In this connection, it is interesting to note Hayes's (1982) venturesome account of the fact that, unlike Ticonderoga, abracadabra does not have two possible stress patterns.

The phonetic variation resulting from left- and right-branching word trees is far greater in words like abracadabra than in words like Ticonderoga: destressing and vowel reduction are involved, rather than just subtle differences of pitch and timing. Because of this, one of the variants[^7] is likely to achieve exclusive listing in the lexicon—for a speaker who hears only the abracadabra variant, the underlying vowel quality of the second syllable is not available, owing to the lack of phonological alternations. (Hayes 1982, p.261).

Hayes uses the same kind of argument to explain the shift of stress pattern displayed by words such as catamaran, that he gives under (91a).

\begin{align*}
(7) \quad \text{catamarán} & \rightarrow \text{cátama(rán)em} \quad (= \text{Hayes's (91a)}) \\
\text{hullabaloo} & \rightarrow \text{húllaba(íóo)em} \\
\text{altamahá} & \rightarrow \text{Áltama(há)em} \\
\text{Mánitowóc} & \rightarrow \text{Mánito(wóc)em}
\end{align*}

At least the examples under (91a) would appear to require brute force lexical listing. . . . For example, all the words under (91a) are marked with final main stress in Kenyon and Knott (1944). The more recent shifted stressings have regularized the word tree labeling, while retaining the old foot structure. Quite plausibly, the reduction to schwa of their second vowels has inhibited the regularization of their feet [emphasis ours] (Hayes 1982, p.364).

By our assumptions, abracadabra and catamaran are simply listed in the lexicon with a featureless V-element in the second syllable, which predicts that they will not be stressed. This accounts for the single stress pattern of abracadabra and for both stress patterns of catamaran, which only differ in whether the last syllable is or is not marked extrametrical. The new stress pattern of catamaran involves a regularization, because most English nouns have their last syllable extrametrical. We will see in section 2.2 that, under our analysis, the derivation of these two words is straightforward.

Hammond (1984) adopts Hayes's stress system and proposes a constrained theory of metrical transformations. As part of his analysis, he posits two reduction rules. One of them, Late Reduction, which reduces vowels in light syllables, is fed by destressing and a rule of vowel shortening, and has many exceptions. Interestingly, the other, Early Reduction, precedes destressing, seems to be exceptionless and reduces all vowels (in open or closed syllables) that are not stressed. Notice that, under Hammond's analysis, all nonstressed vowels are reduced, whereas under ours, underlyingly "reduced" vowels are not stressed. In other words, these two analyses make the same predictions regarding
syllables that are not stressed by the regular application of Hayes's stress rules. However, our analysis goes one step further, since we are claiming that both Hayes's and Selkirk's stress rules are "blocked" whenever their application would assign stress to a syllable with an underlyingly featureless vowel. We have already referred to two words whose derivation shows such a blocking effect, namely, *abracadabra* and *catamaran*. The derivation of *abracadabra* is given in the next section and that of *catamaran* as well as some other illustrative examples in section four.

2.2. Selkirk's Stress System

Selkirk's proposals concerning *extrametricality* will be revised in section 2.3. For now, let us just note that, according to her, extrametricality is a property of lexical items, in their lexical entries. The extrametricality conditions she proposes are as follows:

(8)  a. A final consonant may be marked extrametrical.
    b. A final syllable may be marked extrametrical.
    c. The final syllable of any suffixed noun, verb or adjective is necessarily marked extrametrical.

It will be seen that consonant extrametricality is relevant only to the Heavy Syllable Basic Beat Rule, and syllable extrametricality to Beat Addition on the second metrical level and the Main Stress Rule.

The stress rules we adopt from Selkirk are given in (9) in the order they apply.

(9)   First metrical level

Second metrical level
    a. *Heavy syllable basic beat rule* (HBR): align a heavy syllable with a basic beat.\(^8\)
    b. *Initial basic beat rule* (IBR): align an initial syllable with a basic beat.
    c. *Beat addition* (BA): add a basic beat (parameters: right-to-left, left-dominant).

\[\begin{array}{cccc}
  x & x & x & \rightarrow & x & x
\end{array}\]
Third metrical level

a. Main stress rule (MSR): assign highest prominence to the rightmost basic beat.

b. Beat addition (BA): add a beat on metrical levels above second (parameter: left-dominant).

As formulated by Selkirk, the Main Stress Rule only assigns a forth-level prominence to the final basic beat if there is a third-level prominence earlier in the word (see Textual Prominence Preservation Condition below). For reasons that will be given in section four, we restate the Main Stress Rule as follows:

(10) **Main Stress Rule**

Assign fourth-level prominence to the rightmost basic beat.⁹

Since our reformulation of the Main Stress Rule creates an excess of verticality in the grid when stress rules are applied cyclically, we will use Selkirk’s version of this rule until we start giving noncyclic derivations.

Selkirk’s rule of Beat Movement, stated in (11), will be adopted in our noncyclic approach as well.

(11) **Beat Movement** (BM)

```
 x   x   x
 x   x   x   x
 x   x   x   x   x
 x   x   x   →   x   x   x
 σ   σ   σ   σ   σ   σ
```

Some of the conditions governing the prominence relations in the grid that Selkirk proposes and we assume here are the following:

(12) **Higher Prominence Preservation Condition** (HPPC): no strong basic beat may be deleted.¹⁰

**Textual Prominence Preservation Condition** (TPPC), that for our purposes can be restated as follows: the grid position assigned by the Main Stress Rule on the fourth metrical level (third or higher for Selkirk) is always minimally more prominent than any other prominence in the word.
To illustrate how these rules apply we offer a couple of derivations.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
& \text{Mississippi} & \text{Adiron(dack)em} \\
\hline
\text{DBA} & x \ x \ x \ x & x \ x \ x \ x \\
\text{HBR} & x \ x \ x \ x & x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \\
\text{IBR} & x \ x \ x \ x & x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \\
\text{BA} & x \ x \ x \ x & x \ x \ x \ x \ x \\
\text{MSR} & x \ x \ x \ x & x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Thus far, we have presented that part of Selkirk's theory--with slight modifications--that we will be adopting in our noncyclic approach to word stress in section four. Let us consider now the effect that postulating unstressable V-elements in underlying representation has on the application of the stress rules.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
& \text{Hacken(sack)em} & \text{abracadabra} & \text{Monongahela(1a)em} \\
\hline
\text{DBA} & x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x & x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \\
\text{HBR, IBR} & x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \\
\text{BA} & x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \\
\text{MSR} & x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \ x \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

The derivations in (14) show that the only rule that applies to underlyingly featureless V-elements is Demibeat Alignment, which is in accordance with Selkirk's claim that "all syllables of an utterance enter into the overall rhythmic organization of the sentence" (Selkirk 1984, p.90).11

2.3. Extrametricality

This section revises some of Selkirk's assumptions regarding extrametricality and argues for the assignment of this property to the adjectival suffixes -atory and -ative. This
revision will be important to our discussion of Kiparsky's destressing rules in section three.

Selkirk adopts the notion of extrametricality proposed by Hayes to describe constituents which are ignored by the stress rules. The assignment of this property is constrained by the Peripherality Condition to the edges of stress domains. However, her view of extrametricality differs from Hayes's. She proposes that "just two sorts of constituents may be extrametrical--syllables and segments--thereby rejecting the possibility of assigning the property of extrametricality to morphological constituents or to prosodic constituents higher in the prosodic hierarchy than the syllable." (Selkirk 1984, p.87)12. Furthermore, she claims that extrametricality can be assigned to just one segment or syllable (Selkirk 1984, p.88).

However, this proposal makes impossible the derivation of the correct stress patterns of English words in -ative and -atory. To show what the problem is, we give the derivation of a word in -ative without departing from Selkirk's system. We assume that this is a level 1 suffix since, first, it may shift the stress of its bases (argument \rightarrow argum\text{extends}); second, it may create the environment for TSS (exc\text{syl}m \rightarrow exc\text{sy}l\text{m}ative); and, third, it may attach to bound stems (nominative).

\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
\text{(15) } & [\text{conser}v\text{at}i\text{v}] & i(\text{v})_e & \text{em} & \text{Cycle 1} \\
& x & x & x & DBA \\
& x & x & & HBR \\
& x & & & MSR \\
\text{conser}v\text{at}i\text{v} & i(\text{v})_e & \text{em} & \text{Cycle 2} \\
& x & x & x & x & DBA \\
& x & x & x & HBR \\
& x & x & & MSR, (TPPC) \\
& x & & & \\
\text{conser}v\text{at}i\text{v} & i(\text{v})_e & \text{em} & \text{Postcycle} \\
& x & x & x & x & BM \\
& x & x & & \\
& x & x & & \\
& x & & & \\
\text{conser}v\text{at}i\text{v} & \text{Monosyllabic Destressing} \\
& x & x & \\
& x & x & \\
& x & x & \\
\end{array}
\]

The derivation in (15) gives an incorrect result, namely, that -at- receives main stress. The right stress pattern of conservative cannot be derived because of Selkirk's assumptions
about extrametricality. The crucial point is that -ative and -atory should be ignored by those stress rules that, as Selkirk points out, "'care' whether a final . . . syllable is within a particular cyclic domain." (Selkirk 1984, p.88). In other words, these two suffixes behave as if they were extrametrical.

Clements (1986) proposes the following analysis in this connection. On the one hand, he points out that forms such as conserve, conservative, conservation and conservatory justify a division of -atory into at+ory and -ative into at+ive. (Note incidentally that the vowel alternations exhibited by -at- in these forms justify the postulation of an underlyingly long vowel for this suffix.) On the other hand, he indicates that the addition of -at alone to stems does not always create existing words (*conservate), which suggests that '-at+ive' and '-at+ory' are compound suffixes which are added to bases in one step. This is confirmed by the fact that the stress pattern of words like conserv-ative is always the same as that of words like alternat-ive. Given these facts, Clements defines an Extrametrical Chain as "a sequence of one or more extrametrical constituents of the same category occurring in the same cyclic domain." Then, he formulates the Peripherality Condition as in (16):

(16) **Peripherality Condition**

A constituent may be marked with the feature [+extrametrical] only if it is a member of an Extrametrical Chain which is peripheral in its domain.

The analyses of -atory and -ative reviewed in this section show that Selkirk's claim that just one syllable or segment may be extrametrical cannot be maintained. Instead, it must be assumed, first, that these two compound suffixes are extrametrical and, second, that they attach to bases in the same cycle.

2.4. Hayes's and Selkirk's Stress Theories

In this section we briefly compare Hayes's (1981, 1982) and Selkirk's (1984) stress assignment procedures.

(17) presents a diagram showing a rough equivalence between Selkirk's and Hayes's stress rules.
As far as the construction of metrical structure at the second metrical/foot level is concerned, these two approaches differ in one main respect. Selkirk's HBR will stress all heavy syllables, whereas heavy syllables will be stressed under Hayes's analysis only in the following cases (the rules are ordered as given): first, Long Vowel Stressing (LVS) will stress any final syllable containing a long vowel; next, the English Stress Rule (ESR) will stress a nonextrametrical heavy ultimate, or, otherwise, a penultimate; finally, Strong Retraction will stress every other (light or heavy) syllable--or "the syllable" if there is only one--counting leftwards from the syllable stressed by the ESR.14

2.5. Conclusions

This section has introduced the stress rules and related assumptions that are part of the noncyclic analysis we propose in section four. It has been shown that Selkirk's stress system must be modified at least so as to include the following proposals:

(18) a. For those vowel elements that always surface as schwa, a schwa must be postulated in underlying representation.
b. Schwas cannot be stressed.
c. The compound suffixes -atory and -ative are extrametrical and must be added to bases in one step.
3. Destressing

Our description of English stress patterns makes use of Selkirk's (1984) grid theory and combines the application of rules that assign grid positions (stress rules) with rules that eliminate grid positions (destressing rules). Stress rules were introduced in section two and destressing rules are presented in this section. Our discussion of Kiparsky's (1979, 1982), Hayes's (1981, 1982) and Selkirk's destressing rules will serve as the basis for proposing the following level 1 rules in English: Medial Destressing, Initial Destressing and Sonorant Destressing.

In his article "Lexical Morphology and Phonology", Kiparsky (1982) refers to two rules of medial destressing whose ordering with respect to the cyclic rule of Trisyllabic Shortening (TSS) he gives as crucial: Prestress Destressing precedes TSS and therefore it must be cyclic itself, and Poststress Destressing follows TSS. A fundamental assumption for Kiparsky's argument is that cyclic rules and postcyclic rules form two disjoint blocks and that rules from one block cannot be interspersed with rules from the other block (Kiparsky 1982, Rubach 1984a, 1984b, Booij and Rubach 1987).

Hayes (1981, 1982) discusses two destressing rules: Prestress Destressing and Poststress Destressing, the former being subject to different segmental conditions depending on whether the rule applies in medial or initial position, and the latter applying only medially. Contrary to Hayes, Kiparsky (1979, 1982) claims that Initial (Prestress) Destressing is a separate rule from medial Prestress Destressing, since the former is word-level (postcyclic, or level 2) whereas the latter is cyclic (level 1).

Finally, Selkirk (1984) reformulates the rules of Initial Destressing, Medial Destressing and the Arab Rule as one postcyclic rule: Monosyllabic Destressing. Unlike Kiparsky, she assumes a morphologized version of TSS, which makes the ordering of destressing rules with respect to TSS irrelevant for making predictions about their (cyclic/noncyclic) status.

In this section we show the morphologized version of TSS to be untenable and adopt Kiparsky's phonological formulation of this rule instead. This allows us to assume, with Kiparsky, that predictions can be made regarding the status of phonological rules by fixing their order of application with respect to other rules whose status has already been established. However, the predictions we will be making here do not refer to the cyclic vs. postcyclic status of phonological rules, but to their level 1 vs. level 2 status. With regard to destressing rules, Kiparsky's rules of medial Pre- and Poststress Destressing are collapsed as a level 1 rule of Medial Destressing. In addition, it is argued that the different
destressing behaviour of level 1 vs. level 2 prefixes as well as the data supporting Kiparsky's word-level (level 2) version of Initial Destressing can both be explained in terms of a level 1 rule of Initial Destressing within a noncyclic approach to English word stress. Finally, Selkirk's assumptions about destressing are considered. Her reformulation of Initial and Medial Destressing as a single postcyclic rule is rejected on the basis of the discussion of Kiparsky's and Hayes's rules, and her rule of Sonorant Destressing is revised.

3.1. Trisyllabic Shortening

In this section we present an argument, due to Kiparsky (1982), in favour of a phonological version of TSS. Adopting such a version of this rule allows predicting the level 1 status of all preceding rules, once the level 1 membership of TSS has been established.\(^{15}\)

Selkirk (1984) views TSS as a rule of allomorphy triggered by the following suffixes: -ic, -ance, -ize, -ation, -atory, -ative, -ity, -ent, -al, -ify, -ive, -ism. However, by denying the phonological character of this rule she fails to account for contrasts such as those between (19)a and b, (20)a and b, and (21)a and b.

\begin{align*}
(19) & \quad \text{a. TSS does not apply:} & \quad \text{b. TSS applies:} \\
& \quad \text{gradation} & \quad \text{gradual} \\
& \quad \text{relation} & \quad \text{relative} \\
& \quad \text{privation} & \quad \text{relative} \\
(20) & \quad \text{a. TSS does not apply:} & \quad \text{b. TSS applies:} \\
& \quad \text{local} & \quad \text{minimal} \\
& \quad \text{local} & \quad \text{natural} \\
& \quad \text{coastal} & \quad \text{gradual} \\
& \quad \text{tribal} & \quad \text{tional} \\
(21) & \quad \text{a. TSS does not apply:} & \quad \text{b. TSS applies:} \\
& \quad \text{invasive} & \quad \text{repellive} \\
& \quad \text{explsive} & \quad \text{compulsive} \\
& \quad \text{decisive} & \quad \text{impressive} \\
& \quad \text{divisive} & \quad \text{suppulsive}
\end{align*}
As pointed out by Kiparsky (1982), these contrasts can be explained if we state TSS as phonologically conditioned, i.e., as a rule that shortens a vowel when followed by at least two syllables the first of which is unstressed. In (19)a the stress on the second syllable blocks the shortening of the preceding long vowel; in (20)a and (21)a the long vowel in the first and second syllable respectively is not shortened because the condition that it must be followed by at least two syllables is not met.

We believe Kiparsky's argument to be convincing, and we adopt his formulation of TSS.

3.2. Kiparsky's and Hayes's Rules of Medial Destressing

This section introduces Kiparsky's and Hayes's destressing rules.

3.2.1. Kiparsky's Rules

Kiparsky (1982, p.35-42) proposes the following rules and crucial orderings:

(22)  


b. Prestress Destressing. This rule "eliminates metrically weak stresses medially in open syllables if another stress follows".

c. Trisyllabic Shortening (TSS). A rule that "shortens a vowel if followed by at least two more syllables of which the first is unstressed: V --> [-long] / __ C◦ Vi C◦ Vj , where Vi is not metrically strong".

d. y-Syllabification.

  y --> i / word-finally

e. Poststress Destressing. "This rule destresses metrically weak open syllables between a stressed and an unstressed syllable."

Rules a through e are crucially ordered.

Let us look now at the evidence he gives for the proposed rules and orderings.

First, the assignment of word stress has to precede TSS to account for the failure of the long vowels in (23) to shorten.17 An illustrative derivation is given in (24).
Second, as shown in (26), Prestress Destressing has to be ordered before the cyclic rule of TSS to account for the shortening of the long vowels in the first syllable of the words in (25); since Prestress Destressing precedes a cyclic rule, it must be cyclic itself.\textsuperscript{18}
On the other hand, the contrast between (27)a and (27)b shows that Prestress Destressing applies only in open syllables:¹⁹

(27) a. explication  b. condensation
combination  indentation
invitation  infestation
phonetician  syntactician

Third, TSS needs to be ordered before y-Syllabification to account for its failure to shorten the long vowels in (28):

(28) vacancy
    secrecy
    potency
These vowels are not eligible for undergoing TSS because the condition that they must be followed by at least two syllables is not met before the syllabification of -y.

Fourth, the rule of Poststress Destressing has to follow all the other rules. The words in (29)b show that Poststress Destressing has to be ordered after y-Syllabification, so that the syllable following the one bearing main stress is in medial position by the time Poststress Destressing applies:

(29)  a. tránsitòry  
      prámissory  
      plánetàry  

b. advisòry  
      cúrsòry  
      plénàry

This restriction is required to prevent the destressing and subsequent reduction of final long vowels (állò, álto).

The words in (30) show that this destressing rule has to be ordered after TSS:

(30)  mígratòry  
      vibrateòry  
      rótatòry  
      phònatòry

Kiparsky's arguments for this last ordering will be given in section 3.3.1.1.

3.2.2. Hayes's Rules

Prestress and Poststress Destressing are stated by Hayes (1982) as follows:

(31)  a. Prestress Destressing

\[
\text{"F"} \rightarrow \emptyset / \underbrace{F}_{F}
\]

(Delete a nonbranching foot structure when it precedes a foot and is metrically weak.)
b. *Poststress Destressing*

\[ "F" \rightarrow \emptyset / F \]

(Delete a binary foot whose first syllable is open and which is immediately preceded by a nonbranching foot.)

Hayes points out that the formulation of Prestress Destressing can be simplified by replacing the weak-foot condition with a universal condition on destressing rules: "No foot in strong metrical position may be deleted." (Hayes 1982, p.257).

### 3.2.2.1. Prestress Destressing

This rule removes a nonbranching foot from a tree when it is weak and followed by another foot. Hayes argues that this rule has two functions: to remove initial secondary stresses and certain stresses that arise in cyclic derivations. He illustrates this double function with the derivations below:

(32) a. Connecticut

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Noun Extrametricality
English Stress Rule, SSA
Strong Retraction
Word Tree Construction

Prestress Destressing
SSA
According to Hayes this rule is constrained by some segmental conditions, namely, that "only light syllables distress in initial position (with a special exemption for Latinate prefixes), and only open syllables in medial position." (Hayes 1982, p.253). This accounts for the contrasts between (33)a vs. b, and (34)a vs. b:

(33)  
  a. Initial light syllable  
  b. Initial heavy syllable  
  *banána*  
  *bándána*

(34)  
  a. Medial open syllable  
  b. Medial closed syllable  
  *[[ecònomize] átion]*  
  *[[òrifént] átion]*

### 3.2.2.2. Poststress Destressing

This rule removes a branching foot when it follows a nonbranching foot and its first syllable is open. Poststress Destressing is needed to account for two classes of data: suffixes like *-ory, -ary, and -ative*, and nonfinal ternary feet.

(35) exemplifies the application of Poststress Destressing to a word in *-ory*:

(35)
(36) shows the application of Poststress Destressing to account for the nonfinal ternary feet in (37): the rule destresses the medial foot of the words in (37)a; it is blocked in (37)b because the foot to be deleted is in a strong metrical position, which shows that Poststress Destressing must follow word stress assignment; finally, it is inapplicable in (37)c because the first syllable of the foot to be removed is heavy.

(36)  

a. 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{abracadabra} \\
\text{S W S W} \\
\text{W W S} \\
\text{S} \\
\end{array}
\rightarrow 
\begin{array}{c}
\text{abracadabra} \\
\text{S W} \\
\text{W S} \\
\text{S} \\
\end{array}
\rightarrow 
\begin{array}{c}
\text{abracadabra} \\
\text{S W W S W} \\
\text{S} \\
\text{W} \\
\text{S} \\
\end{array}
\]

b. 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Saskatchewan} \\
\text{S W} \\
\text{W S W} \\
\text{S} \\
\end{array}
\]

c. 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Ticonderoga} \\
\text{S W S W} \\
\text{W W S} \\
\text{S} \\
\end{array}
\]

(37)  

a. àbracadábra  

b. Sàskáthewan  

c. Tìcònderóga  

Lùxipalílla  

Èscúminàc  

Monòngahéla  

Kíllímanjáro  

Mamáronèck  

cúcùmber  

pàraphernálía  

Òktíbbehà  

cárbbùncle  

3.3. Medial (Pre/Poststress) Destressing  

In this section Kiparsky's and Hayes's rules of medial destressing are discussed. Some arguments are given for the level 1 status of Poststress Destressing and for the elimination of the segmental conditions on Medial (Pre/Poststress) Destressing. Kiparsky's claim that Medial Prestress Destressing precedes TSS is confirmed--which establishes the level 1 membership of Medial Prestress Destressing--and a single level 1 rule of Medial (Pre/Poststress) Destressing without segmental conditions is proposed.
3.3.1. Medial Destressing Is a Level 1 Rule

Our discussion of Kiparsky's and Hayes's medial destressing rules in this section serves as the basis for proposing a single level 1 rule of Medial (Pre/Poststress) Destressing.

3.3.1.1. Problems with Kiparsky's Analysis

Kiparsky argues that TSS precedes y-Syllabification, which in turn is ordered before Poststress Destressing; so, by transitivity, TSS must precede Poststress Destressing. This ordering, he claims, predicts that Poststress Destressing will never feed TSS, a prediction that, according to him, is borne out by words such as *migratory*, *vibratory*, *rotatory* and *phonatory*—from (30) above—where TSS is blocked by the stress on *-at*—inherited from the first cycle. To illustrate this, he gives the following derivation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Cycle 1} & \\
\text{Stress} & \quad [[\text{migrate}] \text{ ory}] \\
& \quad \text{s} \quad \text{w} \\
& \quad \text{s} \quad \downarrow \\
\text{Cycle 2} & \\
\text{Stress} & \quad [[\text{migrate}] \text{ ory}] \\
& \quad \text{s} \quad \text{w} \quad \text{w} \\
& \quad \text{s} \quad \downarrow \\
\text{TSS} & \quad \text{inapplicable} \\
\text{y} \rightarrow \text{i} & \\
\text{Poststress Destr.} & \quad [[\text{migrate}] \text{ ory}] \\
& \quad \text{s} \quad \text{w} \quad \text{s} \quad \text{w} \\
& \quad \text{s} \quad \downarrow \quad \text{w} \\
\text{Surface Repres.} & \quad \text{[màygrätɔrɪ]} \\
\end{align*}
\]
There are several problems to point out in connection with Kiparsky's analysis in (38). First of all, we have already indicated that the extrametrical suffixes -atory and -ative must be added to bases in one step. Second, the destressing of -at- in these words should not be done by means of Poststress Destressing but by Prestress Destressing instead, since (i) Prestress Destressing is ordered first in Kiparsky's analysis and is applicable and (ii) Poststress Destressing is not defined anyway, because the syllable following -at- is not unstressed. Recall that Kiparsky requires Poststress Destressing to apply in the context of a following unstressed syllable, although he does not give any crucial evidence for this condition.

Let us examine now some more examples requiring an analysis similar to that of migratory.

(39) Prestress Destressing:
    dōnate - d[ow/a]natory
    crēmate - cr[iy/e]matory

Poststress Destressing:
    prīvate - pr[i]vative
    dōnate - d[ow/a]native

(40) Word Stress
    Pre-stress Destr.
    Post-stress Destr.
    TSS
    dó (nà-tory)_em
    dó (na-tory)_em
    d[ów/á] (na-tory)_em
    prí (và-tive)_em
    prí (va-tive)em
    prí [i] (va-tive)em

The examples in (39) are similar to Kiparsky's. Their derivation proceeds as in (40) and shows that both Kiparsky's Pre- and Poststress Destressing feed TSS, a rule that applies obligatorily in privative, and only optionally in crematory, donatory and donative.

Additional support for the claim that Poststress Destressing precedes TSS comes from the words in (42). (As previously pointed out, within Kiparsky's framework, the destressing of -at- in words in -atory must be done by Prestress Destressing; therefore, the words in (41) just confirm Kiparsky's claim that Prestress Destressing precedes TSS.)

(41) Prestress Destressing:
    sāne - s[á]natory
    defāme - def[á]matory
    inflāme - infl[á]mmatory
    explān - expl[á]natory
    invōke - inv[ó]catory
(42) Poststress Destressing:
    derīve - der[ɪˈvətɪv]
    exclāim - excl[æ]mətɪv
    provōke - prov[á]ktɪv

The data presented in (39), (41) and (42) argue for a feeding order between both Pre-
and Poststress Destressing and TSS. Thus, contrary to Kiparsky, we must conclude that
not only Medial Prestress Destressing but also Medial Poststress Destressing precede the
level 1 rule of TSS and, therefore, that both rules must be level 1. Within this proposal,
the roots of migratory, vibratory, rotatory and phonatory are assumed to be exceptions to

Now that the level 1 status of these two rules has been established, we can collapse
them as a single level 1 rule of Medial Destressing. We state this rule as in (43) and
propose the crucial orderings in (44). (Recall that evidence to order y-Syllabification
before Medial Destressing comes from forms such as advísərɪy.)

(43) **Medial Destressing**

    \[ \begin{array}{ccc}
        & x & x \\
        x & x & x & \rightarrow & x & x & x \\
        σ & σ & σ & σ & σ & σ & σ \\
    \end{array} \]

    (mirror image)

    Conditions:  a. only open syllables destress
                b. the given case (prestress) applies before the m.i. case
                   (poststress) if both are applicable

(44)  \begin{align*}
    & y\text{-Syllabification} \\
    & \{ \text{Medial Destressing} \}
    & \{ \text{TSS} \}
\end{align*}

The b-condition on Medial Destressing--a condition that we state only for clarity since
it follows from the usual interpretation of mirror image rules --accounts for the destressing
of -at- in words such as dedicatory, sanatory, explanatory, etc., as shown in (45). Recall
that the compound suffixes -atory and -ative are added to bases in one step.
(45)  dedi(ca-tory)em  First Cycle  
    x x x x x  Stress Rules  
    x x x  
    x  
    dedi(ca-tory)em  Medial Destressing  
    x x x x x  
    x x  
    x  

Given the crucial orderings in (26) and the rule of Medial Destressing in (43), the derivation of the words in (39), (41) and (42) is now straightforward.

(46)  sane  derive  First Cycle  
    x  x x  Stress Rules  
    x  x x  
    x  
    sa(na-tory)em  deri(va-tive)em  Second Cycle  
    x x x  x x x x  DBA, HBR  
    x x x  x x  
    x  
    sa(na-tory)em  deri(va-tive)em  
    x x x x  x x x x  y-Syllabification, DBA  
    x x x  x x  Medial Destressing  
    x x  TSS  

(The rule of Initial Destressing completes the derivation of derivative.)

Note that the final -y in sanatory is assigned a demibeat right after it has been syllabified. Crucial support for this move comes from words like cúrsory (whose derivation is given in (50) below), where the incorporation of the just syllabified -y into the grid is required for the rule of Medial Destressing to apply. In such examples the (poststress) destressing of the long vowel in -ory confirms Selkirk's claim that "all syllables of an utterance enter into the overall rhythmic organization of the sentence" (Selkirk 1984, p.90). We already assumed this claim in section two to justify the assignment of a demibeat to syllables with underlyingly featureless V slots.

It needs to be observed that this proposal fails to explain why derived words formed with the suffixes -y, -ory and -ary do not undergo TSS.

(47)  vācancy  rōsary  revisory  
    pōtency  õvary  advisory  
    dēcency  primary
These words can be accounted for if we postulate two final -y's in level 1 suffixes—one underlyingly /y/ as in (47), and the other /i/ as in (48)—and mark only the nonsyllabic -y as an exception to TSS.

(48)  s[ə]nity   div[i]nity
      v[ə]nity   ser[ē]nity
      op[ə]city   verb[ə]lity

The assumption that the words in (47) have a final /y/ whereas those in (48) have a final /i/ is independently motivated by their respective stress patterns. As shown below, words ending in -ity behave as if their final -y were a vowel with respect to the assignment of extrametricality in underlying representation, while words ending in -y, -ory and -ary behave as if their final -y were a consonant.

(49)  Cycle 1 ....  [[civi[l] 1(ty)]  ----------  Cycle 1
  ESR  x x  S W x x  Stress R.
       x

  Cycle 2 ....  civi[l] (ty)  ----------  Cycle 2
  ESR, SSA  c x x x  DBA
  Word Tree  BA
            |  MSR (TPPC)
            W S S

(50)  Word Tree .... cur (sory)  cur (sory) .... Stress R.
       x x
       x x
       x

  Sonorant  cursory  cursory  y-Syllab.
  Syllabification,  x x  x x  DBA
  SSA  x x  x
(Initial\textsuperscript{22} and Medial Destress complete the derivations in (49) and (50) respectively as far as the grid is concerned.)
A more detailed examination of this account is in order.

3.3.1.2. Hayes's Analysis

Unlike Kiparsky's, Hayes's Prestress Destressing applies in both initial and medial position although under different segmental conditions. In the previous section Kiparsky's claim that Medial Prestress Destressing precedes TSS—which determines the level 1 status of this destressing rule—has been confirmed. The application of Prestress Destressing in initial position will be considered in section 3.4.

If we examine now Hayes's and Kiparsky's formulation of Poststress Destressing, we will see that they account for the same data. First, the requirement that the foot to be deleted be branching in Hayes's formulation is equivalent to Kiparsky's condition that the syllable to be destressed be followed by an unstressed syllable. Second, Hayes's requirement that the foot to be deleted be preceded by a nonbranching foot is equivalent to Kiparsky's condition that the syllable to be destressed be preceded by a stressed syllable. Finally, the segmental conditions on the target syllable are the same: it must be open. Therefore, the arguments given in the previous section to show the level 1 status of Kiparsky's Poststress Destressing, can be extended to Hayes's Poststress Destressing.

3.3.2. Segmental Conditions on Medial Destressing

In their formulation of Medial Pre- and Poststress Destressing both Kiparsky (1982) and Hayes (1982) make reference to a segmental condition on the application of these rules, namely, that only open syllables may destress. However it is not clear to us that medial destressing in open vs. closed syllables is the rule. Consequently, we now consider Kiparsky's and Hayes's evidence for the open-syllable condition. We examine first the case of Medial Prestress Destressing, and then turn to Medial Poststress Destressing.

In (51) we give three lists of words in which Medial Prestress Destressing is potentially applicable to a closed syllable: the syllables in (51)a show no destressing, those in (51)b obligatory destressing and reduction of the vowel, and, finally, those in (51)c optional destressing and reduction of the vowel if destressing applies.\textsuperscript{23}
(51) a. No destressing:  b. Obligatory destressing:  c. Optional destressing:

annexation  
conductivity  
conformation  
decantation  
demarcation  
deportation  
destructivity  
detestation  
domesticity  
elasticity  
electricity  
elongation  
exaltation  
extinction  
extortation  
importation  
imactivity  
incurvation  
incurvature  
inemption  
indignation  
inductility  
inducitivity  
inestimation  
infirmity  
malformation  
prolongation  
recantation  
relaxation  
retardation  
retentivity  
retraction  
suborning  
syntactician  
transcendental

affirmation  
confirmation  
conservation  
consultation  
conversation  
designation  
externality  
exultation  
imperfection  
infertility  
information  
internality  
lamentation  
molestation  
observation  
perturbation  
preservation  
reformation  
reportorial  
reservation  
transformation  
transportation  
usurpation

adaptation  
advantageous  
affectation  
authenticity  
adventitious  
collectivity  
commendation  
condemnation  
condensation  
confrontation  
deformation  
dispensation  
emendation  
exhortation  
fermentation  
fomentation  
fragmentation  
inaccesible  
incongruity  
ostentation  
productivity  
protestation  
sentimentality

In other words, (51) shows that at least as many closed syllables can destress by this rule as those that cannot. Hence, there is no open-syllable condition on Medial Prestress Destressing.

To explain the (obligatory/optional) prestress destressing of closed syllables such as the ones in (51)b/(51)c, Halle and Vergnaud (1987) follow SPE and postulate that forms with unstressed and reduced vowels are derived from a representation with flat structure
(e.g., [trans+port+at+ion]), whereas those with stressed and unreduced ones are derived from a representation with internal constituent structure (e.g., [[ex+port] +at+ion]). Representative derivations—within Hayes's framework—of these two cases are given in (52)a and b. Notice that the Vowel Reduction Rule, as assumed by Hayes, reduces anything that is weak within a foot, e.g., the second syllable of \textit{transportation}. In \textit{exp\text{" o}rtation}, however, Hayes's Prestress Destressing is not applicable because of the open-syllable condition and, as a result, Vowel Reduction cannot apply.

\begin{itemize}
  \item[(52) a.] 
  \begin{align*}
  \text{[transportation]} & \quad \text{First Cycle} \\
  & \quad \text{ESR, SSA} \\
  & \quad \text{SR} \\
  & \quad \text{Word Tree} \\
  & \quad \text{Vowel Reduction}
  \end{align*}

  \begin{align*}
  \text{[[export] at ion]} & \quad \text{First Cycle} \\
  & \quad \text{ESR, SR, Word Tree}
  \end{align*}

  \begin{align*}
  \text{[[export] at ion]} & \quad \text{Second Cycle} \\
  & \quad \text{ESR, SSA, Word Tree} \\
  & \quad \text{RR} \\
  & \quad \text{Prestress Destr. \text{... n/a}} \\
  & \quad \text{Vowel Reduction \text{... n/a}}
  \end{align*}
\end{itemize}

Turning now to Medial Poststress Destressing, Kiparsky does not give any crucial examples to justify the condition that only open syllables destress in poststress position. Hayes gives the contrast between the \textit{abracadabra} and the \textit{Monongahela} cases as evidence in favour of the segmental condition on Poststress Destressing. However, we have already seen that this contrast can be handled in a different way that requires no destressing at all: as the first syllable of \textit{Monongahela} and the second of \textit{abracadabra} always surface with a schwa, we postulate a V-element with no feature specification in both cases, which prevents these two syllables from ever being stressed.
(53)  
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
  \text{abra\text{c}adabra} & \text{Mononga\text{h}e(1a)_{EM}} \\
  x & \text{DBA, HBR, IBR} \\
  x & \text{BA} \\
  x & \text{MSR} \\
\end{array}
\]

To conclude, since (i) there is no evidence for the open-syllable condition on Medial Poststress Destressing and (ii) the number of exceptions to the open-syllable condition on Prestress Destressing is bigger than the number of regular cases (if the data in (51) is representative), we see no reason not to drop this condition and simply assume that the words in (51)a are exceptions to the rule of Medial (Pre/Poststress) Destressing. This allows a restatement of Medial Destressing-(43), eliminating condition (a):

(54)  
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
  \text{Medial Destressing (MD)} \\
  x & x \\
  x & \sigma \sigma \sigma \\
  \rightarrow & x & x & x \\
  \sigma & \sigma & \sigma
\end{array}
\]

(mirror image)

Notice that Medial Destressing has numerous exceptions with open syllables too.

(55)  
\[
\begin{array}{lll}
  \text{avocation} & \text{immorality} & \text{influential} \\
  \text{denotation} & \text{impassivity} & \text{inhumane} \\
  \text{detonation} & \text{incitation} & \text{intonation} \\
  \text{exponential} & \text{incoherence} & \text{illegality} \\
  \text{immobility} & \text{indocility}
\end{array}
\]

3.4. Initial Destressing

Following Kiparsky, we claim in this section that Initial Destressing is a separate rule from Medial (Prestress) Destressing. Then, we consider the different destressing properties of level 1 and level 2 prefixes, and show that they can be accounted for if Initial Destressing is assigned to the level 1 domain within a noncyclic approach to word stress.
3.4.1. Kiparsky's Word-Level Rule of Initial Destressing

Unlike Kiparsky's, Hayes's Prestress Destressing applies in both initial and medial position although on different segmental conditions. It has already been argued that Medial Prestress Destressing is a level 1 rule since it feeds the level 1 rule of TSS (proclamation [prəkləməʃɔn]). Let us look now at an argument given by Kiparsky (1979) for the word-level (postcyclic, or level 2 in later frameworks) status of Initial (Prestress) Destressing.

\[(56)\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[expect]} & \rightarrow \text{[[expect] ation]} \\
\text{W S} & \rightarrow \text{W S W RR} \\
\text{S W S} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Kiparsky notes that the Rhythm Rule (RR) retracts stress onto the initial syllable of expectation even though it is unstressed and reduced in expect. This shows that Initial Destressing is a word-level rule: if it were cyclic, it would destress the prefix in the first cycle, thus bleeding the RR in the second cycle, which would give the incorrect result *expɛktɑʃən. On the other hand, Initial Destressing must precede phrasal applications of the RR, as illustrated in (57).

\[(57)\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{exact} & \rightarrow \text{exɛkt χæŋe} \\
\text{beniŋ} & \rightarrow \text{beniŋ tʊmɔr} \\
\text{thiɾtɛen} & \rightarrow \text{θiɾtɛen mɛn} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Initial Destressing applies in exact and benign bleeding the (phrasal) RR. However, no destressing is possible in thirteen to prevent the phrasal application of the RR.
L&P (1977) give some examples similar to Kiparsky's (intense light, exact answer) where prefix (prestress) destressing bleeds phrasal applications of the RR. So, contrary to Hayes, we must conclude that Initial Destressing and Medial (Prestress) Destressing are two different rules. This seems to be a desirable result, since (i) Medial Destressing cannot be defined in two-syllable words, whereas Initial Destressing may be (e.g., expect); and (ii) we have shown that Medial Destressing has no segmental conditions, while Initial Destressing does: it only applies to light syllables and prefixes. The need for the first condition on Initial Destressing, which we state as in (58), is illustrated by the words in (59).

(58) Initial Destressing (ID)

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  x & x \\
  x & x & x \\
  x & x & \rightarrow & x & x \\
  \# & \sigma & \sigma & \# & \sigma & \sigma \\
\end{array}
\]

Condition: the syllable to be destressed must be light or a prefix.

(59) Initial light syllable: | Initial heavy syllable:
---|---
atônic | bândána
essêntial | fînalîty
demôcracy | âmbíguous
original | rôbúst
monârchic | mâgnîficence
anâlogous | tôtâlîty

As for the second condition, we will consider the behaviour of prefixes with respect to destressing in the following section.

3.4.2. Initial Destressing Is a Level 1 Rule

SPE (1968), Siegel (1974), Kiparsky (1982) and Selkirk (1982) recognize the existence of two types of derivational affixes in English: stress nonneutral affixes (level 1) and stress neutral affixes (level 2). Selkirk (1982) claims that the stress system of English does not allow a distinction between prefixes of level 1 and level 2. However, we will show (i) that they can in fact be distinguished on the basis of their destressing properties.
and (ii) that this distinction can be captured by a level 1 rule of Initial Destressing within a noncyclic approach to English word stress.

Some of the main claims made in the literature concerning the existence of these two types of English affixes are the following:

(60) a. Level 1 affixes enter into the canonical patterns of English word stress, whereas level 2 affixes do not.
b. Some rules of segmental phonology apply in level 1 affix-stem structures, but not in level 2 affix-stem structures.
c. Level 1 affixes may attach to bound roots, while those of level 2 normally attach only to words.
e. "Class 2 affixes may appear inside or outside (native) compounds, while Class 1 affixes appear only inside (native) compounds." (Selkirk's (1982, p.92) Compound-Affix Ordering Generalization).
f. Level 2 affixes "do not readily fuse semantically with the words to which they attach." (Aronoff 1983).

On the basis of the above claims we assume the assignment of in-, con-, ab- and per- to level 1 and un- 25 and non- to level 2. As noted by Aronoff (1976) and Selkirk (1982), some affixes belong to both levels. In particular, we assume here the dual membership of re-, de- and pre- since, like level 1 affixes, (i) they may attach to bound roots ([deserve], [remit], [preclude]), (ii) they may enter into the canonical patterns of English stress ([déference], [réative], [précédent]), and (iii) they may appear inside level 1 affixes ([[de-populat] ion]], [[re-compos] ition], [[pre-fabricat] ion]; and, like level 2 affixes, they may appear outside compounds ([[de-[upgrade]], [re-[undercut]], [[pre-[underline]]]. These prefixes with dual status seem to behave like level 1 prefixes when they are semantically opaque (e.g., the prefix in récréate 'refresh' enters into the canonical patterns of word stress), and like level 2 prefixes when they are semantically transparent (rè-créate 'create anew'), which is in accordance with Aronoff's claim in (60)f.

Recall now Kiparsky's claim that Initial Destressing is a word-level (i.e., postcyclic or level 2) rule that bleeds phrasal applications of the RR (exâct chânge) and is bled by word-internal applications of the RR (êxpêctâtion).
Let us examine first those cases where Initial Destressing bleeds phrasal applications of the RR. We follow Kiparsky and L&P in assuming that the destressing of initial light syllables blocks phrasal applications of the RR (atômic bômb, essêntial óil vs. thîrteen mén). Consider, however, the destressing behaviour of prefixes in the face of the distinction between level 1 and level 2 affixes. The examples given by Kiparsky (exâct chânge) and L&P (exàct ánswer, intènse élght) to show that Initial Destressing bleeds phrasal applications of the RR have level 1 prefixes. Compare now those examples with the ones in (61) with level 2 prefixes.

(61) ûnbêaten – ûnbêaten téam
unéven – unéven grûnd
ûnmêlted – ûnmêlted snôw
ûnskîlled – ûnskîlled lâbor
ûnmárried – ûnmárried mán
nôndáiry – nôndáiry prôdûcts
nônnûclear – nônnûclear wêapon
nônrûstable – nônrûstable métal
nônfécîon – nônfécîon nóvels
nôncrédît – nôncrédît cóurse

The (phrasal) RR applies in the examples in (61), showing that the (level 2) prefixes have not been destressed, since the RR never shifts stress onto a stressless syllable (L&P 1977, p.319; Kiparsky 1979, p.425; Selkirk 1984, p.173; Halle and Vergnaud 1987, p.235). In other words, Kiparsky’s and L&P’s examples together with the ones in (61) indicate that Initial Destressing applies to light syllables and level 1 prefixes, but not to level 2 prefixes.

To account for these facts, two analyses seem possible in principle: either we assign Initial Destressing to the level 1 domain and provide an alternative to Kiparsky’s explanation for the destressing of the prefix in expect but not in expectation, or else we assign Initial Destressing to the level 2 domain and somehow prevent this rule from applying to level 2 prefixes. The present study explores the first analysis and shows that it leads to a noncyclic approach to English word stress, an approach which is pursued in section four.

As for the second analysis, we next offer an argument against the assignment of Initial Destressing to the level 2 domain. We have already referred twice to Selkirk’s claim that "All syllables of an utterance enter into the overall rhythmic organization of the sentence" (Selkirk 1984, p.90). In section two, we resorted to this claim to justify the assignment of a demibeat to underlying schwas; it was then pointed out that confirmation of this move would be offered in section four (see the derivation of subliminality in section 4.4). In section 3.3.1.1, we have referred again to Selkirk’s claim, this time to support the
assignment of a demibeat to final (nonsyllabic) -y's right after they have been syllabified. This claim will be formalized in section four as follows: as a universal convention, Demibeat Alignment will be assumed to apply whenever it can. Obviously, by this convention, Demibeat Alignment must then be the first (prosodic) rule to apply after level 2 affixation. As a result, if Initial Destressing were a level 2 rule, it should apply at least after Demibeat Alignment. Notice, however, that ordering Initial Destressing after Demibeat Alignment would incorrectly prevent this destressing rule from applying to a level 1 stem where Initial Destressing were defined, whenever a level 2 prefix were attached. This is illustrated below.

(62) \[
\begin{array}{cc}
\text{[non}_2 \text{ [conductive]}_1] & \text{[non}_2 \text{ [essential]}_1] \\
\text{x x x} & \text{x x x} \\
\text{x x} & \text{x x} \\
\text{x } & \text{x }
\end{array}
\]

(after level 1 rules)

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
\text{[non}_2 \text{ [conductive]}_1] & \text{[non}_2 \text{ [essential]}_1] \\
\text{x x x x} & \text{x x x x} \\
\text{x x} & \text{x x} \\
\text{x } & \text{x }
\end{array}
\]

\begin{center}
Level 2 Rules
\end{center}

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DBA} \\
\text{ID...n/a because con} \\
\text{and e are not initial} \\
\text{but medial}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
*\text{nonconductive} \\
*\text{nonessential}
\end{array}
\]

(\text{after all level 2 rules})

Medial Destressing is not applicable to con and e, either, because it is a level 1 rule. Thus, there is no way of deriving the correct forms with the rules given so far.

We turn now to the first analysis proposed to account for the destressing of level 1, but not level 2 prefixes, according to which Initial Destressing is a level 1 rule. Given this assumption, how do we explain the destressing of the prefix in expect but not in expectation? One alternative could be that after being destressed on the first cycle, ex- is restressed on the second cycle by the Initial Basic Beat Rule. However, this possibility is ruled out by the Strict Cycle Condition.

Let us assume (i) that English word stress rules\(^{27}\) are level 1 rules which precede the level 1 rules of Medial Destressing (MD), Initial Destressing (ID) and TSS, and (ii) that there is no "cyclic stratum"--i.e., stress and destressing rules do not reapply after each step of level 1 word-formation, but apply instead after all level 1 affixation and before level 2 affixation. Given these assumptions, Selkirk's (1984) stress rules as modified in section two, and Medial and Initial Destressing as stated in (54) and (58) respectively, the derivation of expect and expectation would proceed as follows:
The correct result is obtained. Such a noncyclic approach would also account for the the different phonological properties of the words in (64)a, with level 1 prefixes, and those in (64)b, with level 2 prefixes. Although these properties will be examined in section four, we offer some illustrative derivations in (65) (only level 1 rules are applied).

(64)  

\begin{align*}
\text{a. } \text{rèfòrmátion ('revision')} & \quad \text{b. } \text{rèfòrmátion} ('\text{formation again}') \\
\text{pròvòcàtion ('stimulus')} & \quad \text{pròvòcàtion} ('\text{in favour of vocations}') \\
\text{prèjùdícial ('detrimental')} & \quad \text{prèjùdícial} ('\text{before judgement}')
\end{align*}

(65)  

\begin{align*}
\text{[reform]}_1 \quad \text{[reformation]}_1 & \quad \text{[reformation]}_2 \\
\text{[reform]}_1 \quad \text{[reformation]}_1 & \quad \text{[reformation]}_2 \\
\text{[ri'form] \quad [reʃə'meɪfən] & \quad [riɔʃə'meɪfən]}^{28}
\end{align*}

Reform and reformation ('revision') are derived the same way as expect and expectation, the only difference being that, unlike expectation, reformation is not an exception to MD; therefore, MD applies feeding TSS. However, in (64)b the syllables
-form-, -voc- and -ju- are not in medial position by the time level 1 rules apply and, as a result, they cannot be destressed by MD. ID does not apply either because, although initial (at the relevant level), these syllables are neither light nor prefixes.

To summarize, we have suggested that the different destressing properties of level 1 and level 2 prefixes can be accounted for by a level 1 rule of Initial Destressing within a noncyclic analysis of word stress assignment. We will explore this approach in section four and see that, in addition to capturing the destressing properties of level 1/level 2 prefixes, it provides an explanation for the vowel alternations exhibited by these prefixes.29

3.5. Selkirk's Destressing Rules

Selkirk defines destressing rules as rules of basic beat deletion whose application is constrained by the following conditions:

(66) a. Destressing cannot affect CVV syllables.
    b. Destressing is either postcyclic, or else "cyclic, but . . . it has constituents of level Word (and perhaps higher) as its domain." (Selkirk 1984, p.112).
    c. No strong basic beat can be deleted (Higher Prominence Preservation Condition).

The condition in (66a) is crucially related to the assumption that the laxing of long vowels by means of TSS is morphologically conditioned. It has already been shown that this assumption is untenable. Consequently, in order to account for forms such as those in (67), where TSS applies, the (Pre/Poststress) destressing of long vowels in medial position must be allowed.

(67) der[ί]vātive  def[lέ]mātory
    prov[lέ]cātive  expl[lέ]mātory
    excl[lέ]mātive  s[lέ]mātory

The condition in (66b) cannot be maintained either, since Medial Destressing must precede TSS. We have argued for the level 1 status of Medial (Pre/Poststress) Destressing on the basis that it feeds the level 1 rule of TSS. A crucial assumption for this argument is
that level 1 rules and level 2 rules form two disjoint blocks and that rules from one block cannot be interspersed with rules from the other block.\textsuperscript{30}

By this assumption, it is also possible to claim that Medial (Pre/Poststress) Destressing is not the only level 1 destressing rule of English: Sonorant Destressing (SD) must also be level 1 since it precedes the MSR. Selkirk formulates SD as in (68) to account for words such as those in (69). Recall that, according to her, all destressing is either postcyclic, or else cyclic and assigned to the Word level domain. Notice that our assumption that never-alternating surface schwas are unstressable, makes unnecessary the application of Sonorant Destressing in all the monomorphemic words in (69) and some of those with internal constituent structure, e.g., \textit{merchandise}, \textit{voluntary}, and \textit{legendary}.

(68) \[
\begin{array}{c}
 x \\
 x \ x \ x \\
 x \ x \ x \\
 \sigma \ \sigma \ \sigma
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
 x \\
 x \ x \ x \\
 \sigma \ \sigma \ \sigma
\end{array}
\] \\
\begin{array}{c}
 /\!
\;
CVR
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
 /\!
\;
CVR
\end{array} \quad (R = [+\text{son}, +\text{cons}])

(69) Hackensack \\
Algernon \\
cavalcade \\
Aberdeen \\
Hottentot \\
merchandise \\
\textit{legendary} \\
\textit{momentary} \\
\textit{commentary} \\
\textit{repertory} \\
\textit{voluntary} \\
\textit{fragmentary}

Observe now that the derivation of a morphologically complex word given by Selkirk to illustrate the application of SD is not clear.

(70) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{le}(\text{gend})_{em} \\
\text{x} \ x \\
\text{x} \ x \\
\text{x}
\end{array}
\quad \text{Cycle 1}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{legen}(\text{dary})_{em} \\
\text{x} \ x \ x \\
\text{x} \ x
\end{array}
\quad \text{Cycle 2}
legendary
x x x
x x x
x

Postcycle
SD

(The rule of Monosyllabic Destressing completes the derivation.)

As she does not show the steps within each cycle, there is no way to know how she gets from the grid in the first cycle to the one in the second cycle, and then to the final grid. In fact, the derivation in (70) is incorrect and should proceed instead as follows, under Selkirk's assumptions:

(71)  [[legend] (ary)_{em} ]

le(gend)_{em}  Cycle 1
x x  DBA
x x  HBR, IBR
x  MSR

legen(dary)_{em}  Cycle 2
x x x  DBA
x x x  HBR
x x  MSR
x

legendary  Postcycle
x x x  SD ... n/a as stated in (68)
x x x
x

This derivation cannot be pursued successfully. Even assuming that SD can be reformulated to apply in this context as in (72) below, Monosyllabic Destressing could not distress \textit{gen} to complete the derivation, because of Selkirk's third condition on destressing that prevents strong basic beats from being deleted.

(72)  legen(dary)_{em}  Cycle 2
x x x
x x x
x x
x

*legendary  Postcycle
x x x  SD
x x x  Monosyllabic Destressing ... n/a
x x
x
To account for the stress pattern of the words in (69), we follow Hayes and Kiparsky's proposal that SD precedes the MSR, assigning this destressing rule to the level 1 domain and restating it as:

\[(73) \quad \textit{Sonorant Destressing (SD)}\]

\[
\begin{array}{llllllllll}
\times & \times & \times & \rightarrow & \times & \times \\
\times & \times & \times & \# & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \# \\
/\& & CVR & /\& & CVR \\
\end{array}
\]

where R = [+son, +cons], and # represent word boundaries

Since, by our assumptions, no destressing is necessary to derive the stress contour of \textit{legendary}, the application of Sonorant Destressing as revised in (73) is illustrated with the derivation of \textit{commentary} (\textit{cômème}t motivates a full vowel in the underlying representation of the second syllable).

\[(74) \quad \textit{[[comment]} \textit{e(ary)}_{\text{em}} \text{]}\]

\[
\begin{array}{llllllllll}
\text{co(mment)}_{\text{em}} & x & x & \rightarrow & \times & \times & \times \\
& x & x & \rightarrow & HBR, IBR \\
& x & \rightarrow & MSR \\
\text{commen(tary)}_{\text{em}} & x & x & x & \rightarrow & DBA \\
& x & x & x & \rightarrow & HBR \\
& x & \rightarrow & MSR (applies vacuously) \\
\text{commen(tary)}_{\text{em}} & x & x & x & \rightarrow & SD \\
& x & x & \rightarrow & MSR (applies vacuously) \\
& x & \rightarrow & MSR (applies vacuously) \\
\end{array}
\]

Recall now the claim made in section two that -\textit{atory} and -\textit{ative} are extrametrical and must be added to bases in one step. The fact that adjectives ending in these suffixes do not undergo SD can be explained in terms of the condition that the rule applies only to tri-syllabic words.
(75)  a. \([alte(na)\text{t}_e m]\)  
\(\text{alter(na)te}_e m\)  
\(x\ x\ x\)  
\(x\ x\ x\)  
\(\text{alter(na)te}_e m\)  
\(x\ x\ x\)  
\(x\ x\ x\)  
\(\text{Cycle 1}\)  
\(\text{DBA}\)  
\(\text{HBR}\)  
\(\text{SD}\)  
\(\text{MSR}\)

(Initial and Medial Destressing complete the b-derivation.)

Finally, Selkirk postulates a single noncyclic rule to account for cases of Initial and Medial Destressing. However, given our discussion of Kiparsky's and Hayes's destressing rules, such a unified version of these two rules must be rejected.

### 3.6. Conclusions

The analysis of destressing rules made in this section has suggested the following proposals:

(76)  a. Kiparsky's Pre- and Poststress Destressing can be collapsed as a level 1 rule of Medial Destressing, since they both feed the level 1 rule of TSS. In addition, it has been argued that the open-syllable condition on Medial Destressing can be eliminated.

b. In order to account for the different destressing behaviour of level 1 and level 2 prefixes, Initial Destressing has been assigned to the level 1 domain within a noncyclic approach to English word stress.

c. Selkirk's Word level rule of Sonorant Destressing has been reformulated as a level 1 rule that crucially proceeds the Main Stress Rule.

In sum, this section has provided evidence for the level 1 status of three destressing rules of English and, in the case of Initial Destressing, the need has been suggested for the noncyclic application of stress rules. This noncyclic approach will be motivated in the section that follows, where it will be shown that it is the level 1 status of all destressing
rules and not their cyclic mode of application that is crucial to the derivation of the right stress patterns of English words.

A summary of the rules motivated up to this point is given at the outset of section four.

4. A Noncyclic Approach to English Word Stress

In sections two and three we introduced the stress and destressing rules that will play a role in our noncyclic analysis of English word stress. A stress system was proposed in terms of Selkirk's grid theory. Kiparsky's rules of medial destressing were collapsed as a single level 1 rule. Finally, it was argued that, within a noncyclic approach to word stress, a level 1 rule of Initial Destressing can capture the different destressing properties of level 1 vs. level 2 prefixes.

In addition to the rules, we have presented some crucial claims that concern the notion of extrametricality, the rule of TSS and the underlying representation of vowels that always surface as schwa.

In this section another stress rule is proposed. Then, on the basis of the rules and assumptions thus far considered, we show that the noncyclic approach suggested in connection with the destressing behaviour of prefixes accounts for the basic stress contours of English words. Finally, some of the arguments that have been proposed in favour of the cyclic application of English word stress rules are discussed.

4.1. Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule

In order to make a distinction between the stress on the first syllables of Asiatic and magnetic, Halle and Clements (1983) propose a rule of stress enhancement that we adopt here and reformulate as in (77).

(77)  *Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule* (SSER)

Create a stress crest by assigning third-level prominence to a basic beat if it is followed by an unstressed syllable.

(mirror image)

Using the grid notation, this stress rule looks like (78).
(78) \[ \begin{array}{cccc}
x & x & x & x \\
x & x & x & x \\
\sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma
\end{array} \]
Condition: the rule only applies if it creates a stress crest
(mirror image)

(The condition will be motivated just below.)

This rule applies at both levels 1 and 2 and allows a consistent distinction between secondary and tertiary stress as shown in (79).

(79) \[ \begin{array}{cccc}
Asiati(c)_{em} & magneti(c)_{em} & DBA \\
xx xx & xx x & HBR, IBR, BA (2nd level) \\
x x & x x & MSR-(10) \\
x & x & x \\
\end{array} \]

It becomes now obvious why in section two we modified Selkirk's Main Stress Rule so as to assign grid marks at both the third and fourth metrical levels: main stress will be represented by a grid mark at the fourth metrical level, secondary stress by a grid mark at the third metrical level and tertiary stress by a grid mark at the second metrical level.

The stress-crest condition on the Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule accounts for its failure to apply to the syllable preceding the one bearing main stress in the forms in (80). Medial Destressing applies optionally to that syllable in some of the forms depending on the speaker. The derivation in (81) also shows that the Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule must follow the MSR.

(80) representation civilization
manifestation organization
ornamentation argumentation
implementation recommendation
colonization documentation
At level 1, the Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule crucially precedes Medial
Destressing, preventing it from applying in derivations like the following:\textsuperscript{31}

\begin{enumerate}
\item (81) \textbf{representation}
\begin{verbatim}
  x   x   x   x   x  DBA
  x   x   x   HBR
  x   x   MSR-(10)
  x
\end{verbatim}
\item (82) \textbf{Ticonderoga}\textsuperscript{32}
\begin{verbatim}
  x   x   x   x   x  DBA
  x   x   x   HBR
  x   x   MSR-(10)
  x
\end{verbatim}
\begin{verbatim}
  x   x   x   SSER
  x   (x)   MD ... optional
  x
\end{verbatim}
\begin{verbatim}
  x
\end{verbatim}
\begin{verbatim}
  x   x   x   x   x  SSER
  x   x   x   MD ... n/a
  x   x
  x
\end{verbatim}
\end{enumerate}

Recall that the Higher Prominence Preservation Condition does not allow the deletion
of a strong basic beat. So, grid marks assigned by the Secondary Stress Enhancement
Rule may only be affected by Beat Movement (Rhythm Rule), which, under the right
conditions, will shift them to the left onto another stressed syllable.

Finally, the mirror image case of the Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule accounts
for the final secondary stress in words such as \textit{cätämrän, ältérnåte} and \textit{démôcrâtîze},
whose derivations are given in (86), (100) and (125) below.

4.2. Rules

To account for the data presented in sections two and three, we propose the following
set of rules and crucial orderings.\textsuperscript{33} Some of these rules have been introduced in earlier
sections and are presented here under new names that, we think, facilitate the
understanding of what the rules do.
LEVEL 1 RULES

Syllable Alignment (SA) ........................................ (earlier, DBA)
Align each syllable with a single x on grid row 1.

Heavy Syllable Rule (HSR) ................................. (earlier, HBR)
Align a heavy syllable with a single x on grid row 2.

Alternating Stress Rule (ASR) ............................... (earlier, BA)
Add an x on grid row 2 (parameters: right-to-left, left-dominant).

Initial Stress Rule (ISR) ................................. (earlier, IBR)
Align an initial syllable with an x on grid row 2.

Sonorant Destressing (SD)
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  x & x & x \\
  x & x & x & \rightarrow & x & x & x \\
  \# & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \# & \# & \sigma & \sigma & \# \\
  \text{VR} & \text{VR}
\end{array}
\]
where \( R = [+\text{son}, +\text{cons}] \), and
\# represent word boundaries

Main Stress Rule (MSR) \(^{34}\)
Assign 4th-row prominence to the rightmost x on grid row 2.

Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule (SSER)
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  x \\
  x & x \\
  x & x & \rightarrow & x & x \\
  \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma \\
\end{array}
\]
Condition: the rule only applies if it creates a stress crest
(mirror image)

-y-Syllabification ............................................. ((22)d)

Medial Destressing (MD)
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  x & x \\
  x & x & \rightarrow & x & x & x \\
  \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma \\
\end{array}
\]
(mirror image)

Trisyllabic Shortening (TSS) ............................... ((22)c)

Initial Destressing (ID)
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  x & x \\
  x & x & \rightarrow & x & x \\
  \# & \sigma & \sigma & \# & \sigma & \sigma \\
\end{array}
\]
Condition: the syllable to be destressed must be light or a prefix

Vowel Reduction (VR)
\[
\ddot{\nu} \rightarrow \nu_e
\]
LEVEL 2 RULES

*Heavy Syllable Rule* (HSR)

*Alternating Stress Rule* (ASR)
Add an x on grid rows above 2nd (parameter: left-dominant).

*Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule* (SSER)

*Rhythm Rule* (RR) ............................................. (earlier BM, (11))

As a universal convention, Syllable Alignment is assumed to apply whenever it can. Hence, final nonsyllabic y's are incorporated into the grid by means of an x on row 1 immediately after they have been syllabified. Also by this convention, Syllable Alignment is the first prosodic rule to apply after level 2 affixation.

4.3. Derivations

In this section representative derivations are given to show the (noncyclic) application of the rules in (83) to the kind of data we have been dealing with throughout this study, namely, morphologically simple words and morphologically complex words which are the result of derivational processes.

The data will be presented in the following order: first monomorphemic words, then words that involve the application of Medial Destressing, Initial Destressing or Sonorant Destressing and, finally, words that specifically illustrate the need for some of the crucial orderings in (83).

4.3.1. Monomorphemic Words

(84) Monongahe(1a)_{em}  abracadabra  Ti con dero(ga)_{em}
/mənɔŋəhe(1a)/  /æbrəkædəbrə/  /tɪkændɔrɔ(ɡa)/  Underlying R. 35
 x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x

[ma,naga'hiyla]  [æbraka'dæbra]  [təy,kanda'rowga]  Surface R. 36

The correct results are obtained in (84), given both the stress rules in (83) and the postulation of underlyingly featureless V-elements in the first syllable of Monongahe l a and
the second of *abracadabra*, which prevents the application of the Initial Stress Rule and the Alternating Stress Rule respectively. As for *Ticonderoga*, one of its possible pronunciations is derived, namely, [tay.kanda'rowgə]; notice that the Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule bleeds Medial Destressing in this derivation as well as in the derivation of all the words in (85). The other pronunciation, [,tay.kanda'rowgə], could be the result of an optional application of the Rhythm Rule, a level 2 rule that, therefore, will not feed the level 1 rule of Medial Destressing. As shown in (85), optional applications of the Rhythm Rule that create the word-internal configuration ə ə ə seem to be possible only when the initial syllable has a long vowel.

(85) a. RR applies optionally:  
    Tícõnderóga-Tícõnderóga  
    ícôncnlástic-ícôncnlástic  
    tótâlitârian-tótâlitârian  
    Dôdêcanésus-Dôdêcanésus

    b. RR does not apply:  
    sônsâtionâlîty  
    sûblîminâlîty  
    ânbàssadôrial  
    hêrmôphrodîtic

We will return to these examples later. Finally, as pointed out in section two, the correct stress contour of *cátamarán* is derived assuming that its last syllable is extrametrical and its second syllable is underlingly /tə/.

(86) catama(ran)em

/kætəmə(rəm)/     **Underlying Repres.**
 x x x x       **Level 1 Rules**
  x  x          SA
  x             HSR, ISR
  x             MSR
kætəmərəm        **Level 2 Rules**
 x x x x           SSER
  x  x
  x  x
  x
[kætəmə,rəm]     **Surface Repres.**

Some comments regarding the notion of extrametricality are in order in connection with the derivation of *catamaran*. First, according to Selkirk (1984) extrametricality is a property of lexical items in their lexical entries. Hayes's (1982) proposal is that extrametricality markings are assigned by rule. Although we will not take a position on this
issue here, we find it convenient to indicate extrametricality markings in underlying representation. Second, Hayes (1982) and Selkirk (1984) constrain extrametricality markings so as to be allowed only within cyclic domains. We will follow this proposal, restricting extrametricality markings to the level 1 domain. By this restriction, all level 1 stress rules should ignore extrametrical constituents. Note, however, that the Heavy Syllable Rule has applied to an extrametrical syllable in (86). This is predicted by Selkirk's proposal "that syllable extrametricality is relevant only to grid construction rules for which the position of a syllable with respect to the limits of a cyclic domain [the level 1 domain in the present analysis] is relevant, or to those grid construction rules whose structural descriptions refer to sequences of grid positions (and by extension the sequences of syllables aligned with those positions)." (Selkirk 1984, p.90). In other words, under Selkirk's proposal, which we assume here, the only level 1 stress rule that may apply to extrametrical syllables is the Heavy Syllable Rule. The structural description of the Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule refers to a sequence of grid positions. Therefore, this rule will assign secondary stress to the last syllable of catamaran only at level 2.

4.3.2. Medial Destressing

The derivations given here are representative of those cases discussed in section three in connection with Kiparsky's and Hayes's destressing rules.

4.3.2.1. Words in -ative

(87) \begin{align*}
deri(v\acute{a}tive)_{em} & \quad irri(t\acute{a}tive)_{em} & \\
/d\ddot{e}ri(v\acute{a}tive)/ & /ira(t\acute{a}tive)/ & \\
x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad & x \quad x \quad x \quad & \\
x \quad x \quad & x \quad x \quad & \\
x \quad & x \quad & \\
d\ddot{e}ri(v\acute{a}tive) & irri(t\acute{a}tive) & \\
x \quad x \quad x \quad & x \quad x \quad x \quad & \\
x \quad & x \quad & \\
x \quad & x \quad & \\
x \quad & x \quad & \\
\end{align*}

Underlying Repres.

Level 1 Rules

SA, HSR, ISR

MSR

MD, ID

TSS

VR
4.3.2.2. Words in -ory and -ary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(88)</th>
<th>advi(sory)ém</th>
<th>transi(tory)ém</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/advî(söry)/</td>
<td>/transi(töry)/</td>
<td>Underlying Repres.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>Level 1 Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>SA, HSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>MSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>y-Syllabification, SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>MD, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>TSS ... exceptionally n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a'dvicari]</td>
<td>[trænsatöri]</td>
<td>in advisory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a'dvicari]</td>
<td>transatöri</td>
<td>Level 2 Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>SSER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a'd'vayzölri]</td>
<td>[trænsə,towelri]</td>
<td>Surface Repres.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2.3. Words in -atory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(89)</th>
<th>sa(natory)ém</th>
<th>dedi(catory)ém</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/së(nëtöry)/</td>
<td>/deda(këtöry)/</td>
<td>Underlying Repres.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>Level 1 Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>SA, HSR, ISR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>MSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>y-Syllab., SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>TSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>VR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.2.4. Words in *-ation*

(90)  
proclamation  information

/prɔklɛmætyən/ /informætyən/

x x x x  x x x x
x  x  x  x
x

prɔklɛmætyən  informætyən
x x x x  x x x x
x  x  x  x
x

proklamætyən  informætyən
x x x x  x x x x
x  x  x  x
x

[,.prəkla'meſyən] [,.informeʃyən]  
Surface Repres. 41

(91)  
sedimentation  dispensation

/sedmentætyən/ /dispensætyən/

x x x x x  x x x x
x  x  x  x
x

sedamentætyən  dispensætyən
x x x x x  x x x x
x  (x)  x  (x)
x

sedamæntætyən  dispe/ansætyən
x x x x x  x x x x
x  (x)  x  (x)  x
x  x  x
x

[,.sedame/əntætyən] [,.dispe/ən'seʃyən]  
Surface Repres.
We saw in section three that Medial Destressing has many lexical exceptions. In (90) two derivations are given to exemplify the obligatory application of Medial Destressing, which feeds TSS in *proclamation*. The derivations in (91) show an optional application of Medial Destressing: if the rule does not apply in *dispensation*, secondary stress is assigned to the first syllable by the Alternating Stress Rule (level 2); if it does, then secondary stress on the second syllable comes from the application of the Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule (level 2). Finally, words like *recantation*, that are exceptions to Medial Destressing, would be derived the same as [ˌdɪsˈpɛnˌsɛʃən].

4.3.3. Initial Destressing

In section three a noncyclic approach to English word stress was suggested in connection with the destressing of level 1 and level 2 prefixes. However, the examples given then did not show how the derivation of level 2 prefixes proceeds. Furthermore, no explanation was provided for the vowel alternations exhibited by the prefixes. This will be done here. To begin with, we return to those examples, repeated in (92).

(92)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. r̩eˈfɔːrməˈʃən (’revision’)</th>
<th>b. r̩e[ˈfɔːrməˈʃən] (’formation again’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pr̩oʊvəˈkæʃən (’stimulus’)</td>
<td>pr̩oʊ[ˈvəkæʃən] (’in favour of vocations’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pr̩eˌʃüdɪˈʃəl (’detrimento’)</td>
<td>pr̩eˌʃüdɪˈʃəl] (’before judgement’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consider the level 1/ level 2 prefix *re-*\(^42\) As listed by Kenyon and Knott (1953) (KK), the stressed form of this prefix is pronounced as [r̩iː] or [re] and the unstressed one as [r̩i], [r̩ə] or [r̩iː], the last pronunciation, [r̩iː], being used in more careful speech or when a vowel follows. To account for KK’s observations, which we interpret as in (93), we propose the rules and crucial orderings in (94).

(93) | Prefix | Underlying R. | Surface Representation |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>unstressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re- 1</td>
<td>/r̩è/</td>
<td>[r̩iː] (Vowel Shift when a V follows)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(level 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>[r̩i] / [r̩ə] (VR)(^43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re- 2</td>
<td>/r̩è/</td>
<td>........................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(level 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEVEL 1 RULES

Medial Destressing (MD)

TSS

Initial Destressing (ID)

Vowel Shortening:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\bar{\nu} \ c \\
\nu \\
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\nu \\
/ \ c \\
\end{array}
\]

[- cons]

Long vowels shorten when unstressed and followed by a consonant (e.g., réform, advisory, derivative).

Vowel Reduction:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\v\nu \\
\nu_e \\
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\nu_e \\
\end{array}
\]

[- cons]

Short unstressed vowels reduce to schwa, i.e., they lose their features.

LEVEL 2 RULES

Heavy Syllable Rule (HSR)

Vowel Shift: affects long vowels (Halle and Mohanan 1985)

Diphthongization (Halle and Mohanan 1985)

An important observation is in order concerning the application of the Heavy Syllable Rule at level 2. Recall our claim in section two that "empty Vs" cannot be stressed. Consequently, the Heavy Syllable Rule will be blocked from applying to "restress" (destressed) heavy syllables containing vowels which have been reduced at level 1 (e.g., the second syllable of alternative).

Given the rules in (83) and (94), we can now show the complete derivation of [reform]_1, [reformation]_1 and [re [formation]_1]_2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(95)</th>
<th>[reform]_1</th>
<th>[reformation]_1</th>
<th>[reformation]_1]_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/r-eform/</td>
<td>/r-eformətyan/</td>
<td>/formətyan/</td>
<td>Underlying Repres.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>Level 1 Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>SA, HSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>MSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The contrast between reform and react—whose derivations are given in (96) below—justifies the requirement that Vowel Shortening be applied in the context of a following consonant. The prefix in react is destressed but, unlike in reform, its vowel is not shortened because another vowel follows and, as a result, it is not reduced. Since the vowel has not been shortened, it will be shifted and diphthongized.
\[ \begin{array}{ccc} 
\text{rēakt} & \text{rēpēnt} & \text{V. Shift} \\
\text{Diphthongization} \\
[\text{rī'form}] & [\text{rī'yēkt}] & [\text{rī'yēynt}] & \text{Surface Repres.}^{45} 
\end{array} \]

Assuming that prefixes do not distress in careful speech, we can account for the pronunciation [rīy] of the (according to KK) "unstressed" form of re-1: as the prefix is not distressed, its vowel will not be shortened and, therefore, it will be shifted.

Notice now the pronunciation of the level 1 prefix re- in the pairs of words in (97). The first member of each pair is a verb and always bears main stress on the second syllable. The second member is a noun and either bears main stress on the first syllable or may bear main stress on the first or second syllable. The vowel alternations exhibited by these prefixes can be explained in terms of the rules of Initial Destressing and Vowel Reduction: they will only apply in the nouns when mainstressed on the second syllable, and in the verbs.\(^{46}\)

(97) a. Verbs:  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{r[i]cēss} \\
\text{r[i]clinē} \\
\text{r[i]jēct} \\
\text{r[i]flēx}
\end{align*}
\]

b. Nouns:  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{r[i]cēss}_{\text{em}} \\
\text{r[i]clinē}_{\text{em}} \\
\text{r[i]jēct}_{\text{em}} \\
\text{r[i]flēx}_{\text{em}}
\end{align*}
\]

(98)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>\text{[recess]y}</th>
<th>\text{[re(cess)]emN}</th>
<th>\text{[recess]N}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\text{/rēses/}</td>
<td>\text{/rē(ses)/}</td>
<td>\text{/rēses/}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rēses</td>
<td>rē(ses)</td>
<td>rēses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reses</td>
<td>reses</td>
<td>reses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rises</td>
<td>rises</td>
<td>rises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rīses</td>
<td>rīses</td>
<td>rīses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Underlying Repres. |
|---------------------|---------------------|
| Level 1 rules       |
| SA, HSR             |
| MSR                 |

| ID |
| V. Shortening       |
| V. Reduction        |

| Level 2 Rules       |
| V. Shift            |
| Diphthongization    |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface Repres.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Returning now to the derivations of deriv ativ e, adv is or y, san at or y, ded ic at or y and procl am at or y given in section 4.3.2, notice that Vowel Shortening applies to the distressed vowels feeding Vowel Reduction, so that the correct surface form is derived. On the other hand, the stressed long vowels in adv is or y, san at or y, ded ic at or y and procl am at or y undergo Vowel Shift and Diphthongization.

Those cases where Medial Destressing applies optionally to syllables with long vowels are accounted for under our analysis, as shown in (99). If destressing does not apply, Vowel Shortening will not either; consequently, the long vowel will be shifted and diphthongized. On the other hand, the application of Medial Destressing will trigger Vowel Shortening, which will feed Vowel Reduction.

(99) \[ \text{real}[\ddot{a}]zation} \]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{real/\ddot{a}/zation} \\
\text{real/\ddot{a}/zation} \\
\text{real/\ddot{a}/zation} \\
\text{real/\ddot{a}/zation} \\
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
x x x x x \\
x x x \\
x x x \\
x x x \\
x x x \\
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
x x x x x \\
x x x x x \\
x x x x x \\
x x x x x \\
x x x x x \\
x x x x x \\
\end{array}
\]
\[
\text{Level 1 Rules} \\
\begin{array}{c}
SA, HSR, ISR \\
MSR \\
SSER \\
MD (optional) \\
V. Shortening \\
V. Reduction \\
V. Shift, Diphth. \\
\end{array}
\]

In words such as rôbûst, whose initial syllable has a long vowel and is not a prefix, Initial Destressing will not apply and, therefore, its vowel will not be shortened and reduced, but shifted and diphthongized instead.

4.3.4. Sonorant Destressing

We offer here some derivations which involve the application of Sonorant Destressing. Then, we discuss an argument for the phonological cycle presented by Kiparsky (1979) and Hayes (1982), which makes crucial reference to the rule of Sonorant Destressing.
Kiparsky (1979) and Hayes (1982) present the stress pattern of some morphologically complex words as evidence for the cyclic application of stress rules (cf. (100)). Hayes's derivation of one of these words is given in (102).

(101)  [in'firm] ary
        [dis'pens] ary
        [comp'uls] ary

(102)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[infirm] ary</th>
<th>First Cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infirmary</td>
<td>Second Cycle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

foot construction
Sonorant Destressing ... n/a
Sonorant Destressing is not applicable on the second cycle because of the universal condition on destressing that prevents the deletion of a strong basic beat (Selkirk 1984)/foot in strong metrical position (Hayes 1982).

Selkirk (1984) suggests that these words do not have internal constituent structure and simply marks them as exceptions to Sonorant Destressing. Nonetheless, we agree with Kiparsky and Hayes that the words in (101) have internal constituent structure. Furthermore, notice the two possible pronounciations given by KK and the American Heritage Dictionary (1982) for the words below, whose internal constituent structure is motivated by the existence of related forms like mark, fork and culpable.

(103) 'demarcate  de'marcate
'bifurcate  bi'furcate
'inculpate  in'culpate
'exculpate  ex'culpate

The two stress patterns available for these words seem to suggest an optional application of Sonorant Destressing, which would involve a violation of the universal condition on destressing referred to above if cyclic application of stress rules is assumed. Under our noncyclic analysis the words in (101) are marked as exceptions to SD and the ones in (103) as cases of an optional application of SD, and all of them are assumed to be morphologically complex.

Finally, another counterexample to Kiparsky and Hayes's claim that stress is assigned cyclically on the basis of words like [infírm]ary is the following: advérse → adversàry.

4.3.5. Some Crucial Orderings

Recall some of the crucial orderings proposed in (83), repeated under (104).
(104) a. Level 1 Rules:  
\[
\begin{aligned}
&SSER \\
&\downarrow ID \\
&\downarrow MD
\end{aligned}
\]

b. Level 2 Rules:  
\[
\begin{aligned}
&HSR^{48} \\
&\downarrow ASR \\
&\downarrow RR
\end{aligned}
\]

With regard to level 1 orderings, the words in (105) show that the Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule feeds Initial Destressing and bleeds Medial Destressing (see (106)). So, the Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule must precede both of these destressing rules.

(105) convertibility  
recrimination  
originality  
matériality

(106) convertibility\textsubscript{em}  
\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
/kənˈvɜːtəbɪləti/ & \textit{Underlying Repres.} & \textit{Level 1 Rules} \\
\hline
 x x x x x x & & SA \\
 x x x x x x & & HSR, ASR \\
 x x x x x x & & MSR \\
\hline
\textit{kanvəˈtəbɪli(t)i} & SSER & \\
 x x x x x x & MD ... n/a & \\
 x x x x x x & ID & \\
\end{array}
\]

The derivation of the words in (85)b above (e.g., sens\textit{ation}al\textit{ity}) proceeds as the one in (106), except for the fact that Initial Destressing is not applicable.

Turning now to the level 2 rules in (104), we just offer some derivations to show the application of the Alternating Stress Rule (grid row 3 and above) and the Rhythm Rule.

The need for the Alternating Stress Rule (level 2) is evidenced by words such as [nən[\textit{id}éntical]\textsubscript{1}2, [\textit{ūn}\textit{auth}éntic]\textsubscript{1}2, [\textit{ūn}\textit{hârmônious}]\textsubscript{1}2, [rə[\textit{trâŋspört}]\textsubscript{1}2, etc.

(107) non [identi(cal)\textsubscript{em}]  
\[
\begin{aligned}
&\textit{Level 1 Rules} \\
&\textit{x x x x} \\
&\textit{x x} \\
&\textit{x} \\
&\textit{x}
\end{aligned}
\]
nonidentical \hspace{1cm} Level 2 Rules
\begin{align*}
\text{x x x x x} \quad & \text{SA, HSR} \\
\text{x x x} \quad & \text{ASR} \\
\text{x x} \quad & \\
\text{x} \\
\end{align*}

The Rhythm Rule is required to account for the stress contour of the forms in (108).

(108) nonalcoholic \hspace{1cm} unsatisfactory
nonperpendicular \hspace{1cm} unpopularity
nonresidential \hspace{1cm} unconstitutional
nonreproductive \hspace{1cm} uncëremontious

(109) non [alcoholi(c)e] \hspace{1cm} Level 1 Rules
\begin{align*}
\text{x x x x} \quad & \text{SA, HSR, ASR} \\
\text{x x} \quad & \text{MSR} \\
\text{x} \quad & \text{SSER} \\
\end{align*}
nonalcoholic \hspace{1cm} Level 2 Rules
\begin{align*}
\text{x x x x x} \quad & \text{SA} \\
\text{x x x} \quad & \text{HSR} \\
\text{x x} \quad & \\
\text{x} \\
\end{align*}
nonalcoholic
\begin{align*}
\text{x x x x x} \quad & \text{RR} \\
\text{x x x} \quad & \\
\text{x x} \quad & \\
\text{x} \\
\end{align*}

Finally, we leave open the question of the ordering between the Rhythm Rule and the Alternating Stress Rule.

4.4. An Examination of Arguments for the Phonological Cycle

A number of arguments in favour of the cyclic application of word stress rules in English have been made on the basis of the contrast between either morphologically complex words with different derivational histories, or else monomorphic and morphologically complex words. Next, we present and discuss some of them.
(110)  a. còndënsåtiøn vs. còmpënsåtiøn (SPE 1968, Hayes 1982)
   b. sënsåtiønålity vs. Tìcònderøga (Kiparsky 1979, Selkirk 1984)
   c. sëblìmiønlåty vs. òkefenòkè (Hayes 1982, p.261)
       demòcratåtiøn vs. Àpalåchìcöla (Hayes 1982, p.261)

'Còndënsåtiøn' vs. 'còmpënsåtiøn'

A standard argument in favour of the cycle was originally presented in SPE (1968)
and later cited by Hayes (1982). The different derivational history of compensation and
condensation is argued to account for their different stress patterns, as shown below:

(111)

![Diagram of stress patterns]

First Cycle
- Long Vowel Stressing
- English Stress Rule
- Strong Retraction
- Word Tree Construction

Second Cycle
- Noun Extrametricality
- English Stress Rule
- SSA
- Strong Retraction
- Word Tree Construction
- Rhythm Rule

We saw in section three that Medial Prestress Destressing, as stated by Hayes, is
constrained to apply only in open syllables; consequently, the second syllable of
condensation cannot be destressed in the above derivation. However, we proposed a
revised version of Medial (Pre/Poststress) Destressing with no segmental conditions and
many lexical exceptions. Thus, under our analysis, the different stress contours of
compensation and condensation are accounted for in terms of whether Medial Destressing
does (còmpënsåtiøn) or does not apply (còndënsåtiøn). This account is confirmed by the
fact that there are examples with [§] and the bracketed structure of condensation, e.g,
Sensationality vs. Ticonderoga

In this section we examine Kiparsky's, Hayes's and Selkirk's cyclic accounts of the contrast between sensationality and Ticonderoga. Then, we turn to our noncyclic analysis of this contrast.

Kiparsky gives the two sets of words in (112) and claims that the availability of two secondary-stress patterns for the monomorphemic words in (112)a and only one for the complex words in (112)b is due to the cyclic assignment of stress in the latter: "the relative prominence of the first two syllables in the embedded words sensational, iconoclast, etc., is preserved in the derivative." (Kiparsky 1979, p.423).

(112)  a. Ticonderoga
       Dodecanesian
       Srirangapatnam

       b. sensationality, superiority, inferiority,
          totalitarian, egalitarian, theatricality,
          anticipation, posteriority, iconoclastic

First, as pointed out by Halle and Vergnaud (1987), of the nine words given by Kiparsky--repeated here under (112)b--only seven are listed in Kenyon and Knott, four of them with the two secondary-stress patterns displayed by Ticonderoga: totalitarian, inferiority, iconoclastic, anticipation.

Second, let us very briefly compare Kiparsky's and Hayes's analyses insofar as their differences are relevant to the present argument. In order to account for the contrast between sensationality and Ticonderoga--illustrated in (113) and (114)--Kiparsky adopts L&P's (1977) stress rules and claims that (i) stress is assigned cyclically and (ii) word trees in English are freely constructed as right- or left-branching when there is no metrical structure from previous cycles to dictate their shape. Accordingly, he derives the stress patterns of these two words as follows:
By L&P's rules, *abracadabra* only has one stress pattern, as shown in (115).

However, as Hayes notes, L&P's rules cannot explain why "Whenever stress retraction occurs across a domain of four syllables [and not three like in *abracadabra*], the normal case is for two binary feet to be created, rather than a nonbranching and a ternary one" (Hayes 1982, p.260).
On the other hand, Hayes's analysis—specifically, his rule of Strong Retraction—accounts for the stress patterns of *abracadabra* and the words in (116), but faces a different problem. In connection with the two possible stressings of *Ticonderoga*, Hayes refers to Kiparsky's claim that word trees are freely constructed (as right- or left-branching) in monomorphemic words. Then, he indicates that this claim presents a problem for his analysis, since it predicts that the two derivations of *abracadabra* given below should be possible (cf. (114) above).

(117)  a.  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{abracadabra} \\
\text{Poststress} \\
\text{Destr., SSA} \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{èbracádaôbra} \\
\text{Destr., SSA} \\
\end{array}
\]

b.  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{abracadabra} \\
\text{Prestress} \\
\text{Destr., SSA} \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{*èbràcadabra} \\
\text{Destr., SSA} \\
\end{array}
\]

As (117)b shows, the correct output cannot be derived if a left-branching word tree is constructed: the foot *braca* cannot be (poststress) destressed because it is metrically strong. So, Hayes must "venture" some explanation (referred to in section 2.1) for the fact that, unlike *Ticonderoga*, monomorphemic words such as *abracadabra* only have one stress pattern, which reflects right-branching word tree construction. The aim of this brief comparison is to suggest that neither analysis completely solves the problems involved.

Turning now to Selkirk's (1984) analysis of the contrast between *sensationality* and *Ticonderoga*, we offer in (118) and (119) the output of her (cyclic) derivations of these two words.

(118)  a. *Ticonderoga*  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DBA, HBR} \\
\text{MSR} \\
\text{BA 3rd level (optional)} \\
\text{(TPPC)} \\
\end{array}
\]

b. *Ticonderoga*  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DBA, HBR} \\
\text{MSR} \\
\text{BA 3rd level (optional)} \\
\text{(TPPC)} \\
\end{array}
\]
(119)  [[sensation] al ity ]
        x   x   x   x   x   x   
        x   x   
        x   
        x

BM blocked by filter * ō ō ō

She indicates that Beat Movement cannot apply in sensationality because of the filter that disallows the word-internal configuration ō ō ō. With regard to the two stress patterns of Ticonderoga, she assumes that the one in (118)b represents the pronunciation [tay.kanda'rowga], the second pronunciation, [,tay.kand'a'rowga], being the result of an optional application of Beat Addition (3rd metrical level), as shown in (118)a. Therefore, just in order to account for the availability of two stress patterns for monomorphemic words such as Ticonderoga, Selkirk must assume that the filter referred to above is absolute with respect to Beat Movement in words, but not with respect to Beat Addition.

Finally, we suggested in section 4.3.1 that, under our noncyclic approach, the two secondary-stress patterns available for words like Ticonderoga could be the result of an optional application of the Rhythm Rule that would be allowed word-internally only when the first syllable has a long vowel. Such a suggestion does not account for the two stress patterns assigned in KK to inferiority and anticipation, although, as a matter of fact, some native speakers find the pattern [ō ō]... (i.e., infêérióity, ântîcîpåtion) hard to get.

In addition to the words cited by Kiparsky, Halle and Vergnaud (1987) offer a list of ninety-eight entries—from the first half of KK's dictionary—also with alternative stress patterns on the first two syllables. They refer to the etymology as a possible explanation for the availability of one (solîcit → solîcitåtion, *solîcitåtion) vs. two stress patterns, although they point out (i) that other factors must be at play since the etymology is often not decisive and (ii) that they have not found a solution to the problem. We have no solution either, but we have added to Halle and Vergnaud's list—the complete list is given in footnote 49—and we think that the data itself suggests an interesting preliminary observation: in most words (with two possible stressings) the first syllable either has a long vowel (see the forms in (85)a), or else is a "transparent" prefix (e.g., de-population, re-combination, in-sensitivity vs. déstrèctibility, rênunciation, ūnsûnification), the very few remaining words (e.g., inferiority, anticipation, canalization) being difficult, if not impossible, for native speakers to get with two different stressings (e.g., cânálization vs. *canålizåtion, infêérióity vs. ?infêérióity). If that were the case—i.e., assuming that forms like infêérióity, ântîcîpåtion and cânálization are at most marginal—then our noncyclic analysis would make the right predictions—as illustrated in (120) below—for all
words other than those with transparent prefixes. As for the words with transparent prefixes, we leave them for further study, since there are several controversial issues involved which are not relevant to the main concern of the present work. Those issues refer to the distributional and phonological properties of these "transparent" prefixes, as well as to native speakers' judgments on (i) the true availability of two stress patterns for these words, and (ii) the interpretation of the pattern [ı ı...ı] if available--do the transparent prefixes actually bear secondary stress or a pitch accent characteristic of focused constituents?

We now offer noncyclic derivations of some of the words referred to in this section.

(120) Ticonderoga | sensationalit(ty)em | solicitation
---|---|---
\[x x x x x\] \[x x x x x x\] \[x x x x x\] \[SA, HSR\]
\[x x x\] \[x x x\] \[x x\] \[ASR, MSR\]
\[x x\] \[x x\] \[x x\] \[SSER\]
\[x\] \[x\] \[x\]

Ticonderoga | sensationality | solicitation
---|---|---
\[x x x x\] \[x x x x x\] \[x x x x\] \[RR optional in Ticonderoga\]
\[x x\] \[x x\] \[x x\]
\[x\] \[x\] \[x\]

Ticônderôga-(RR) sênsâtônalìty | sôlîcîtâtìon 50

Summarizing our examination of different explanations for contrasts such as the one between Ticonderoga and sensationality, neither the data presented in this section, nor its discussion gives at this point conclusive proof for a cylic or a noncyclic approach.

'Sublîminâlîty' vs. 'Ôkefenôke' and 'dêmôcratîzâtìon' vs. 'Âpalâchîcôlâ'

In what follows, we give Hayes's account of the contrast between sublîminâlîty vs. Ôkefenôkeë, and then show that this contrast follows from our claim that schwas may occur in underlying representation. Furthermore, in section 4.5 we will offer additional evidence to support that claim, evidence that does not come from the comparison between morphologically simple and complex words, but between pairs of words with different derivational histories.

Hayes (1982) offers the following derivations as evidence for the cycle.
According to him, the pattern of secondary stress displayed by *subliminality* results from the fact that metrical structure assigned on the first cycle is kept; Poststress Destressing cannot apply then to the second foot because it is in strong metrical position. The same kind of argument holds for *démocratisation* vs. *Apalache*.

Our account of the contrast between *subliminality* and *Okefenokee* follows from the underlying representations we assign to these two words, namely, /səblɪmənəlɪt(ɪ)em/ and /ɑːkəfənə(kɛ)em/. 
(122) **subliminalit**(ty)\_em  \textit{Okefeno(ke)\_em}

\begin{align*}
/s\text{\textcopyright{}blim\textcopyright{}n\textcopyright{}l\textcopyright{}(ti)/} & \quad /\textit{\ddot{o}kf\textcopyright{}n\textcopyright{}\ddot{o}(k\ddot{e})}/ \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array} & \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}

**Underlying Repres.**

**Level 1 Rules**

SA, HSR

\begin{align*}
s\text{\textcopyright{}blim\textcopyright{}n\textcopyright{}l\textcopyright{}(ti)} & \quad \textit{\ddot{o}kf\textcopyright{}n\textcopyright{}\ddot{o}(k\ddot{e})} \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array} & \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}

ASR ... n/a in

\textit{Okefenokee}

MSR

\begin{align*}
s\text{\textcopyright{}blim\textcopyright{}n\textcopyright{}l\textcopyright{}(ti)} & \quad \textit{\ddot{o}kf\textcopyright{}n\textcopyright{}\ddot{o}(k\ddot{e})} \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array} & \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}

SSER

ID

\begin{align*}
s\text{\textcopyright{}blim\textcopyright{}n\textcopyright{}l\textcopyright{}(ti)} & \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array} & \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}

V. Reduction

**Level 2 Rules**

V. Shift

\textit{owk\textcopyright{}f\textcopyright{}nowk\textcopyright{}l\textcopyright{}y}

Diphthongization

\textit{[s\textcopyright{}b,l\textcopyright{}m\textcopyright{}n\textcopyright{}l\textcopyright{}(ti)] \quad [.owk\textcopyright{}f\textcopyright{}nowk\textcopyright{}l\textcopyright{}y]}  

**Surface Repres.**

Notice that the different stress patterns of these two words comes from the application of the Alternating Stress Rule (level 1). The Alternating Stress Rule cannot apply to the second syllable of \textit{Okefenokee} because it has an underlyingly featureless vowel. On the other hand, the Alternating Stress Rule applies in \textit{subliminality}, which shows that although syllables with underlying schwas cannot be stressed, they (i.e., their aligned x's on grid row 1) are "counted" by the relevant stress rules. This demonstrates that these unstressable syllables have in fact been incorporated into the grid by Syllable Alignment.

As for the second contrast offered by Hayes—\textit{democrat\textcopyright{}t\textcopyright{}z\textcopyright{}\_ation} vs. \textit{Apal\textcopyright{}ach\textcopyright{}c\textcopyright{}\_ola}—it follows from the fact that the syllable preceding the one bearing main stress in \textit{democrat\textcopyright{}t\textcopyright{}z\textcopyright{}\_ation} has an underlyingly long vowel. This causes the Alternating Stress Rule to apply differently in the two words:

(123) **democrat\_t\_ization**  \textit{Apalach\_i\_co\_l\_a}\_em

\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array} & \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}

SA

HSR, ISR

\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array} & \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}

ASR

MSR

\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array} & \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
In discussing Hayes's arguments for the cyclic application of stress rules, we have provided an alternative noncyclic account based on the postulation of underlying schwas when no alternations occur.

4.5. Word Stress Assignment is Noncyclic

So far in section 4 we have (i) shown that the noncyclic analysis suggested in section 3 in connection with the destressing behaviour of prefixes accounts for the basic stress patterns of English words and (ii) provided a noncyclic alternative to some standard arguments in favour of the phonological cycle. In what follows, we present two arguments that word stress assignment in English is noncyclic.

'Cátamarán' and 'nóminalìze' vs. 'démócratìze

In the previous section we have provided a noncyclic account of the different distribution of secondary stress in sublìminàlìty vs. Òkefeñòkee and aëmòcratìzáìon vs. Aperlàchìcóla on the basis of our claim that underlying schwas must be postulated for those vowel elements that always surface as schwa. Further evidence for the occurrence of underlying schwas as well as for a noncyclic approach comes from the comparison between the monomorphemic word cátamarán and the complex words in (124).

(124) a. démocrät → démócratìze
    câtholic → câthòlicìze
    hábít → hábitùal
    órigin → oríginàte
    lúxury → luxúriàte
    hýdrogen → hydrògenàte

b. nóminal → nóminalìze
    Amérïcan → Amérïcanìze
    spírit → spíritùal
    pèregrïne → pèregrìnàte
    dîsciplïne → dîsciplïnàry
    líberal → líberalìze

In section two we referred to the blocking of stress rules whenever their application would assign stress to syllables with underlingly featureless V-elements. We then offered
câtamaràn as an example of this blocking effect, and we now add the forms in (124)b as additional evidence.

(125) catama(ran)_{em} nomina(lize)_{em} democra(tize)_{em}

\begin{align*}
/k\text{\v{e}t\v{e}m\v{a} \text{ran}}/ & /\text{nam\v{a}n\v{e} \text{liz}}/ & /\text{demak\v{r}e \text{tiz}}/ \\
x \quad x \quad x \quad x & x \quad x \quad x \quad x & x \quad x \\
x & x & x & x \\
x & x & x & x \\
\end{align*}

*Underlying R.*

\text{SA, HSR, ISR}

\text{ASR ... only in democratize}

\text{MSR}

\text{ID}

\text{V. Reduction}

\text{Level 2 Rules}

\text{SSER}

\text{V. Shift, Diphth.}

\text{Surface R.}

Interestingly, in (125) we have two complex words--nominalize and democratize--formed by the same derivational process but displaying different stress contours. Even more interesting, one of these complex words has the same stress pattern as the monomorphemic word catamaran. In sum, our position regarding these facts is that the differences and similarities in stress contour exhibited by the words in (125) do not follow from cyclic assignment of stress, but instead from purely phonological properties of the underlying forms of those words.

'Expéct' and 'èxpéctâtìon'

In this section we show that, given the level 1 domain assignment of the rule of Initial Destressing, the stress contour of words such as expectation cannot be derived within a cyclic approach to English word stress.

In section 3.4.2 we argued for the level 1 status of Initial Destressing to account for the destressing of level 1 but not level 2 prefixes. Then, in order to provide an alternative
to Kiparsky's (1979) explanation for the destressing of the prefix in expect but not in expectation, we suggested the need for the noncyclic application of word stress rules.

Observe now that given the level 1 membership of Initial Destressing the correct stress pattern of expectation cannot be derived if stress rules apply in a cyclic fashion. Consider the cyclic derivation below.

(126) expect
   x x
   x x
   x
   x

expect
   x x
   x
   x

expectation
   x x x x
   x x
   x x
   x

*expectation (correct: èxpectàtion)

It is evident that no further rules can apply in the second cycle. In particular the Rhythm Rule would be inapplicable here since Initial Destressing has removed the stress on the first syllable. (Recall that, as pointed out in section 3.4.2, the Rhythm Rule never shifts stress onto a stressless syllable.)

5. Conclusions

The noncyclic analysis of English word stress presented in this article has proved capable of deriving the basic stress patterns of words formed by derivational processes.

Independently from our claim that stress and destressing rules apply noncyclically, we have made a crucial assumption regarding the issue of abstractness of lexical representations, namely, that underlying schwas must be postulated for those vowel elements that always surface as schwa. We have further proposed that schwas cannot be stressed.

An interesting aspect of our analysis is the simplicity of the derivations that follow from these three claims. In addition, it provides a straightforward explanation for the stress
contour of words such as cátamaràn and for contrasts such as démocratiser vs. nominализer. It is to be hoped that our analysis will be confirmed by a study of those stress issues that have not been addressed in the present work, namely, the stress contours of words that involve inflectional affixation and/or compounding. Finally, we are aware that we have just taken a first step towards characterizing the phonological behaviour of English prefixes, a complex topic that requires further study.
Appendix

In this appendix we briefly reconsider the level 1 assignment of Vowel Reduction proposed in section 4.3.3, and we do so on the basis of its interaction with two well-known segmental rules of English, Final Tensing and Prevocalic Tensing, which Halle and Mohanan (1985) state as follows:

(127) **Final Tensing**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[-\text{cons}] \\
[-\text{low}] \\
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{tense}] / \_ \_ \\
\_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \\
\end{array}
\] except before -ly, -ful

R

(Nonlow vowels are tensed in absolute constituent-final position.)

**Prevocalic Tensing**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[-\text{cons}] \\
[-\text{back}] \\
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{tense}] / \_ \_ \\
[-\text{cons}] \\
\end{array}
\]

(Front vowels are tensed when followed by a [-cons] segment.)

In (128) below, we show that whenever a vowel is tensed by one of these two rules that vowel does not undergo reduction, despite the fact that it is short and unstressed. (Recall that Vowel Reduction as stated in section 4.3.3 reduces all unstressed short vowels.)

(128) Indiana  happy  nicely

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
[\text{in\textdaggere}n\text{ae}] & [h\text{ae}\text{pi}] & [n\text{elsi}] \\
\hline
x & x & x & x & x \\
\hline
x & x & x & x \\
\hline
x & x & x & x \\
\hline
x & x & x \\
\hline
[\text{'in\textdaggere}n\text{ae}] & [\text{'h\text{ae}\text{pi}}] & [\text{'nelsi}] \\
\end{array}
\]

(after stress rules have applied)

Surface Representation

Notice that at least Final Tensing must be a level 2 rule since it applies to the final vowel of the level 2 suffix -ly.

So, on the one hand, Prevocalic Tensing and Final Tensing bleed Vowel Reduction and, on the other hand, at least Final Tensing is a level 2 rule. Therefore, we must
conclude that Vowel Reduction must also be assigned to the level 2 domain, restating this rule as follows:

\[(\text{129}) \quad \text{Vowel Reduction} \quad \psi \rightarrow \nu_e \quad \setminus \quad \text{[-tense]}\]

Now the question that arises is whether the assignment of Vowel Reduction to the level 2 domain affects the noncyclic analysis proposed in this article. The answer is no if it is assumed (Sainz, in preparation) that level 1 stems and level 2 affixes are derived independently but in a parallel fashion, as suggested in Halle and Mohanan (1985). We will not get into the details of this proposal as far as stress assignment is concerned and simply assume that after the level 1 stress rules have applied these affixes exhibit the same stress pattern as the one proposed in section 4.3.3, i.e. \(r\hat{e}^{-}, -h\hat{o}od, -l\hat{e}ss\), etc. This is illustrated below.

\[(\text{130}) \quad \text{[re}_2\text{][formation]}_1 \quad \text{[reformation]}_1 \quad \text{[reformation]}_1 \quad \text{(after level 1 stress and destressing rules have applied)}\]

\[\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{[re]}_2 & \text{[formation]}_1 & \text{[reformation]}_1 \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{[re][formation]} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} & \text{x} \\
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{Level 2} \\
\text{Affix adjunction} \\
\text{ASR} \\
\text{SSER} \\
\end{array}\]

So, [re-]_2, [formation]_1 and [reformation]_1 are assigned stress at level 1. Then, level 2 affix adjunction takes place and, finally, the application of the level 2 rules of Secondary Stress Enhancement and Alternating Stress completes the derivation of these words as far as the grid is concerned.
Notes

1. This study is a revised version of my 1988 Cornell master's thesis. I would like to thank all the people who along the way have given me assistance and encouragement. I feel especially grateful to my adviser Nick Clements.

2. Halle and Vergnaud's (1987) account of English word stress was not considered as a possible alternative framework because we did not receive this manuscript in time to evaluate its consequences for the analysis of stress presented here.

3. Crucial to our analysis are the claims that (i) never-alternating surface schwas (i.e., "reduced" vowels) are schwas underlingly and (ii) schwas, as opposed to all other vowels, are unstressable elements. However, whether these claims are best formalized by characterizing schwas as occupying V slots in the CV-tier which are unassociated with any segmental tiers, or in some other way is a question that we leave open.

4. In this study, we use a double symbolism to indicate different degrees of stress:

\[
\hat{\sigma} \quad \hat{\sigma} \quad \sigma \quad \hat{\sigma} \quad \sigma\quad \hat{\sigma} \quad \sigma \quad \hat{\sigma} \quad \sigma
\]

\[= \text{primary stress} \quad \text{secondary stress} \quad \text{tertiary stress} \quad \text{no stress}\]

5. "Vowels are never reduced to a single exact vowel; the schwa sound varies, sometimes according to the 'full' vowel it is representing and often according to the sounds surrounding it." The American Heritage Dictionary 1982, p.43).

"Medial unaccented short i t not followed by a vowel may become -ə- in nearly all words (editor 'editər, edətər). When final t becomes medial by the addition of a suffix, this change from t to ə must often be assumed, as in fragmentary 'frægəmən,terəl-ly -1t='frægəmən,terəlt or -,terəlt." (Kenyon and Knott 1953, p. xxxviii).

On the basis of the above observations we will assume that reduced vowels can be realized as ə or i, leaving open the questions of (i) how ə and i are distributed and (ii) how the full vowel i can be distinguished from the reduced vowel i.

6. We assume [- tense] to be the default value for the feature [tense].

7. The "variants" being referred to by Hayes are the right-branching word tree variant (i.e., əbracadaabra) and the nonoccurring left-branching word tree variant (i.e., *abràcadàbra). Hayes's derivation of these two variants is given in (117), below.

8. Basic beats are the grid positions on the second metrical level.
9. To fill the hole in the third metrical level which results from the application of the Main Stress Rule-(10) we resort to Halle and Clements's (1983) "fill-in" convention, re-stating it as follows:

If a beat (i.e., a grid position) is placed in a particular slot in the metrical grid, the slot on each inferior metrical level is automatically filled with a beat

10. A basic beat is strong if it is aligned with a beat on a higher metrical level.

11. As we will see, Selkirk's claim is confirmed in section 4.4 by the derivation of subliminality.

12. In footnote 18 Selkirk refers to Nanni's (1977) suggestion that the entire morpheme -ative is extrametrical, a suggestion adopted by Hayes. Then, she points out that an alternative analysis to account for the special destressing of -at- is given in section 3.3 of her book. We understand that the analysis referred to by Selkirk is crucially related to the morphologized version of Trisyllabic Shortening (TSS) she proposes (Selkirk 1984, p.128-9). We will see in section 3.1 that such a version of TSS is untenable.

13. Word Tree Construction is stated by Hayes (1982, p.271) in the following way: "make right nodes strong". As shown below with two examples from Hayes, this rule ignores any extrametrical feet.

```
  1 si (dôre)  \ 1 si dó (ra)
    s         s w s
   (w)       (w)
```

14. Under Hayes's analysis, exceptional cases such as chimpânzée or rôdomôntâde are accounted for by the idiosyncratic application of Strong Retraction.

15. TSS is a level 1 rule because it never applies when its structural description is met in level 2-stem structures, as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 2-stem structures:</th>
<th>Level 1-stem structures:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gr[ɛyl]-ful-ness</td>
<td>gr[ɛ]ltif[y]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n[ɛyl]ton-hood</td>
<td>n[ɛ]tional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pr[iyl]-position ('position before')</td>
<td>pr[f]position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r[fiyl]-create ('create anew')</td>
<td>r[fi]create ('refresh')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pr[ɔwl]-abortion</td>
<td>pr[əclamətʃən]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16. As we interpret this term, Kiparsky's "word stress assignment" involves the application of all of Hayes's stress rules, i.e., Long Vowel Stressing, the English Stress Rule, Strong Retraction, Word Tree Construction and the Rhythm Rule (see footnote 17).
17. Kiparsky points out that "Trisyllabic Shortening follows the assignment of word stress (more precisely, the 'English Stress Rule' of Hayes 1981)." (Kiparsky 1982, p.42). The second cycle of the derivation in (26) shows that TSS must follow not only the English Stress Rule of Hayes, but also Word Tree Construction and the Rhythm Rule.

18. See footnote 15.

19. We show in section 3.3.2 that there are in fact too many exceptions to the condition that only open syllables may destress medially.

20. Hayes assumes that Stray Syllable Adjunction (SSA) "is a universal convention, which applies whenever it can after the rules of foot construction have applied" (Hayes 1982, p.35). He formulates a first version of this convention as follows:

SSA : Adjoin a stray syllable as a weak member of an adjacent foot.

21. Hayes's (1982) statement of Sonorant Syllabification is as follows:

\[
\text{Sonorant Syllabification} \\
[+ \text{son}] \rightarrow [+ \text{syl}] / C \_\_\_\# 
\]

22. In footnote 52 Selkirk (1984, p.431) refers to a derivation (repeated below) that shows "the last-stage effects of 'minimalizing,' i.e., eliminating excess verticality."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>explanation</th>
<th>→</th>
<th>explanation</th>
<th>→</th>
<th>explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Selkirk's derivation (p.131) minimalization takes place after Monosyllabic Destressing. However, in order to derive the correct output in (49) minimalization would have to apply before Initial Destressing; otherwise, the initial syllable could not be destressed because of the condition on destressing that prevents strong basic beats from being deleted.

23. The list in (51) contains all the words we have been able to collect from different sources: Kenyon and Knott 1953, Kiparsky 1979, The American Heritage Dictionary 1982, Selkirk 1984 and Halle and Vergnaud 1987.

24. As formulated by Kiparsky (1979), Initial Destressing applies in prefixes and open syllables.

25. Un- has the distributional properties of both level 1 and level 2 affixes, i.e., it may appear outside level 2 affixes ([un[healthy]]) and compounds (un-self-sufficient), and inside level 1 affixes ([un-grammatical]ly). Otherwise, it behaves like a level 2 affix.

We leave open the question of how ordering paradoxes such as [[un-grammatical]ly] can be handled and assume the level 2 membership of this prefix.
26. No matter how these derivations would proceed as far as the level 2 prefix *non-* is concerned, if Initial Destressing were assigned to the level 2 domain the second syllable of *nonconductive* and *nonessential* would end up incorrectly bearing some degree of stress.

27. Specifically, by English word stress rules we are now referring to the following rules (introduced in section two): Demibeat Alignment, Heavy Syllable Basic Beat Rule, Initial Basic Beat Rule, Beat Addition (2nd metrical level), Main Stress Rule as stated in (10), Beat Addition (3rd metrical level). However, within the noncyclic approach we will propose in the section four Beat Addition (3rd metrical level) will not be assigned to level 1, but to level 2 instead.

28. As we will see in section 4.3.3, the stress on *re-* comes from the application of Demibea Alignment, the Heavy Syllable Basic Beat Rule and Beat Addition (3rd metrical level) at level 2.

29. Although we are finally claiming that both Initial and Medial Destressing are level 1 rules, we will keep them as separate rules for the reasons given at the end of section 3.4.1, namely, that (i) Medial Destressing cannot be defined in two-syllable words, whereas Initial Destressing may be and (ii) Medial Destressing has no segmental conditions, while Initial Destressing only applies to light syllables and prefixes.

30. "In the case of some languages the predictions that follow from the concept of blocks must be somewhat weakened. Recent work in Lexical Phonology has uncovered some instances of rules that apply in more that one component [= level or stratum]. Halle and Mohanan's (1985) Basic Accentuation Principle is one such instance. The rule applies both cyclically and postcyclically. Given our view, we will say that in the case of Vedic no prediction is made regarding the status of rules that are critically ordered with respect to the Basic Accentuation Principle, since such rules could be either cyclic or postcyclic" (Booij and Rubach 1987, p.13). Both Kiparsky (1985) and Christdas (1986) argue that some rules must be assigned to more than one stratum.

31. See section 4.3.5 for more derivations exemplifying the crucial orderings proposed for the Secondary Stress Enhancement Rule.

32. We return to the stress pattern of *Ticonderoga* in sections 4.3.1 and 4.4.

33. A link between two rules indicates that the first is crucially applied before the second.

34. See footnote 9 to recall Halle and Clements's (1983) "fill-in" convention.

35. In the application of rules, "\(\bar{\text{v}}\)" is satisfied by a an x on grid row 1 which is not aligned with an x on a higher grid row.

36. Recall that with regard to different degrees of stress we are using a double symbolism:
\( \acute{o} \) and '\( \sigma \) = primary stress
\( \grave{o} \) and \( \check{\sigma} \) = secondary stress
\( \breve{o} \) and full vowel = tertiary stress
\( \ddot{o} \) and reduced vowel = no stress

37. The level 2 rules of Vowel Shift and Diphthongization proposed in section 4.3.3 account for the surface long vowels in Monongahela and Ticonderoga.

38. If, as just noted, extrametricality markings are restricted to cyclic (level 1, for us) domains, then it is necessary to indicate that any analysis which claims the cyclic (level 1) status of Sonorant Destressing (Kiparsky 1979, Hayes 1982 and our own analysis) will have to assume that extrametrical units are invisible to stress rules, but not to destressing rules. The assumption that extrametricality is not relevant to destressing rules is confirmed in our analysis by the examples below, which illustrate the application of Medial Destressing as stated in (54).

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\text{êlemén(târy)}}_{\text{em}} & \rightarrow \dot{\text{êlemén(târy)}}_{\text{em}} \\
\dot{\text{áltér(nâtive)}}_{\text{em}} & \rightarrow \dot{\text{áltér(nâtive)}}_{\text{em}} \\
\dot{\text{dédi(câtôry)}}_{\text{em}} & \rightarrow \dot{\text{dédi(câtôry)}}_{\text{em}}
\end{align*}
\]

\( \{\dot{\text{dédicatôry}}, \) after the SSER applies at level 2\)

39. In order to account for the two stress patterns of words such as generative, operative, imaginative and nominative, where '-at-' can be pronounced as [\( \ddot{\text{at}} \)] or [\( \check{\text{at}} \)], Nanni (1977) proposes an optional rule of At-Destressing that we restate informally as follows:

\[ [\ddot{\text{a}}] \rightarrow [- \text{stress}] \quad / \quad V (+[\text{sonorant}]) + \text{tiv} \]

As we will see in section 4.3.3, if At-Destressing applies, it feeds the the level 1 rules of Vowel Shortening and Vowel Reduction, the final output being [\( \check{\text{at}} \)]. In sum, under our analysis all destressing takes place at level 1.
40. Rules such as S-Voicing, Final Tensing or Long Vowel Tensing which are not relevant to stress assignment are assumed to apply at some point in the derivation. (For a statement of these rules see Rubach (1984b) and Halle and Mohanan (1985)).

41. See Rubach (1984b) for the derivation of the surface form \([\mathcal{f}]\) of \(t\) in \(-at\)-, as well as for the underlying form of the suffix \(-ion\) (we have replaced the vowel proposed by Rubach with a schwa in accordance with our assumptions). As for the rule of \(\mathcal{a}\)-Unrounding, see Halle and Mohanan (1985).

42. Our analysis of \(re\)- can be extended to other level 1 / level 2 prefixes such as \(de\)- or \(pre\)-.

43. Recall our assumption in section two that reduced vowels may be realized as \([\mathcal{a}]\) or \([\mathcal{t}]\).

44. Only those rules in (83) that are relevant to the purposes of this section are repeated in (94).

We invoke Hayes's (1986) Linking Constraint to interpret

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{V} & \quad \text{and} \quad \mathcal{VC} \\
\ \downarrow & \quad \downarrow \\
[- \text{cons}] & \quad [- \text{cons}]
\end{align*}
\]

as a short vowel and a long one respectively in our statement of the rules of Vowel Shortening and Vowel Reduction.

45. The prefix in \(react\) \([\mathcal{r}\mathcal{t}\mathcal{y}\mathcal{\epsilon}\mathcal{k}\mathcal{t}]\) is an exception to our regular use of full vowels to indicate tertiary stress, since, according to the derivation in (96), \(re\)- is unstressed.

46. We do not have an explanation for the surface vowel of the prefix \(re\)- in 't[\mathcal{e}]cord' and 't[\mathcal{e}]fuse'.

47. The American Heritage Dictionary uses the symbol \(\mathcal{a}\mathcal{r}\) to represent a nonhigh front vowel that has been altered by a following \(r\). On the basis of the complementary distribution of \([\mathcal{ey}]\) and \([\mathcal{a}\mathcal{r}]\), we postulate the underlying form \(\mathcal{a}\mathcal{ry}/\) for the suffix \(-ary\).

48. The Heavy Syllable Rule will apply to level 2 suffixes such as \(-hood\). However, other level 2 suffixes such as \(-ness\) or \(-less\) will only be aligned with an \(\mathcal{x}\) on grid row 1 by Syllable Alignment, since they always surface with the vowel \([\mathcal{a}]\).

49. Acceptability, acceleration, accessibility, anticipation, antipathetic, apotheosis, aristocrat(ic), arithmetician, articulation, asphyxiation, authentication, canalization, certification, coagulation, cooperation, decapitation, deceleration, decentralization, delection, degeneration, delimitation, demagnetization, demobilization, depolarization, depopulation, desensitization, devitalization, dicotyledon, disapprobation, disconsolation, disembarka-
tion, disfiguration, disingenuous, disintegration, disorganization, disqualification, Dodecanese, domesticity, elasticity, electricity, ellipticity, experimental, humanitarian, humiliation, iconoclastic, illegibility, immobilization, immovability, immutability, impalpability, impassability, impeachability, impeccability, impedimenta, imperatorial, imperishability, impermeability, impersonality, impersonation, impetuosity, implacability, imponderability, impossibility, impracticability, impracticality, impressibility, inalienability, inamorata, inapplicability, inaudibility, incalculability, incapability, incomparability, incomprehensible, inconsequentiality, incontrovertible, incorrigibility, incredibility, incrimination, incurability, indisputability, indissolubility, indoctrination, inedibility, ineffability, ineligibility, inevitability, inexplicability, infallibility, inferiority, infinitival, inflammability, inflexibility, inquisitorial, insatiability, inscrutability, insemination, insensibility, insensitivity, inseparability, insociability, invalidation, invariability, invincibility, inviolability, invisibility, invulnerability, irrefutability, irregularity, irreparability, irresolution, Louisiana, metempsychosis, misericord, misestimation.

50. By our assumptions, the first vowel of solicitation is underlyingly a schwa.

51. Some speakers do not pronounce Okefenokee with a [ə] on the second syllable but with a [i] or a [ɪ].

52. Halle and Mohanan (1985) point out that the beginning and end of constituents are indicated by means of double square brackets [[ ]] to contrast with the regular square brackets [ ] that enclose distinctive feature complexes.
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Tone and Intonation in Mandarin

Chi-lin Shih

This paper discusses the basic facts about Mandarin intonation. I start with a description of tone shapes and tonal targets in monosyllabic and disyllabic sequences, and then proceed to discuss other factors such as catathesis, prominence, and pitch raising and lowering in discourse structure. Although it is possible that we will never be able to give an exhaustive list of the various factors that may influence the realization of F0, a step-by-step study will bring us closer to our goal.

1. MANDARIN TONES IN ISOLATION

Mandarin Chinese distinguishes four lexical tones: high level, rising, low falling, and falling, which are traditionally referred to as tone 1, tone 2, tone 3, and tone 4 respectively. A numeral following the segmental transcription refers to the tone. Figure (10) illustrates a set of minimal pairs with the syllable ma: ma1 ‘mother’, ma2 ‘hemp’, ma3 ‘horse’, and ma4 ‘to scold’. The figure is a display of the time function of F0 values, with the y axis representing F0 in Hz, and the x axis representing time. In addition to four lexical tonal contrasts, a limited number of lexical items, mostly suffixes and sentential particles, do not have an underlying tone, and their F0 values are predictable from the surrounding tones. The absence of a tone on a syllable is traditionally referred to as neutral tone or tone 0.

A high level tone, or tone 1, starts in a speaker’s high pitch range and remains high. As the name implies, there is no drastic pitch movement except a slight dip in the middle of the vowel, and a slight rise toward the end of the syllable. A rising tone, or tone 2, starts at the speaker’s mid pitch range, remains level or drops slightly during the first half of the vowel, and rises up to high at the end. A low tone, or tone 3, is phonetically a low falling tone. It starts at the speaker’s mid range and falls to the low range. It is often accompanied by laryngealization over the second half of the syllable. A falling tone, or tone 4, usually peaks around the vowel onset, then falls to the low pitch range at the end. In syllables with initial voiceless consonants, the small rising slope is often invisible.

* Most of the experimental work reported on in this paper was done while I was doing postdoctoral research at AT&T Bell Labs. I am grateful for the support that I received from Mark Liberman. This paper has greatly benefited from comments and suggestions from the following people: Nick Clements, Mark Liberman, Janet Pierrehumbert, Kim Silverman, and Richard Sproat. I extend my appreciation to them.
and the pitch contour is a straight falling line. In syllables with an on-glise, the pitch is rising through the glide and gives the impression of a delayed peak.

The shape of tone 3 varies the most among all tones due to phonological processes. The low-falling pattern shown in Figure (1) has the highest frequency in speech. It is the pattern that occurs in non-final position. In isolation and in sentence final position, tone 3 may have a rising tail, and that is known as the falling-rising tone. Southern speakers often keep the low-falling pattern even in the final position in casual speech, and use the falling-rising pattern only in deliberate, emphatic speech, or in yes-no question. Northern speakers often use the falling-rising pattern sentence finally in all speech acts. The falling-rising pattern is considered the base form in much of the tonal literature, as in Woo (1969), Yip (1980), and Tseng (1981), because it is the citation form. Another complication at non-final position comes from a tone sandhi process which converts the first of two low tones into a rising tone, see Cheng (1973), Shih (1986). The falling-rising version of tone 3 has the longest duration among all tones, whereas the low-falling version has the shortest duration.

It is interesting to note that the beginning and end points of all tones fall on three distinct levels rather than scattering across a continuum. Tone 1 and tone 4 both start high, very close to where tone 1 and tone 2 end. Tone 2 and tone 3 both begin in the middle range, while tone 3 and tone 4 both fall to the low pitch range. More than 20 repetitions of each tone with various syllable structures confirm our observations so far. The following table summarizes our understanding of the relative values and the placement of tonal targets for each tone.

TABLE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tone 1:</td>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone 2:</td>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone 3:</td>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone 4:</td>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>H+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The table is obviously more complicated than a phonological representation consisting of only H and L. However, the additional variation is minimal. H+ represent a pitch level slightly higher than H, and that corresponds to the peak of tone 4. L- is lower than L, that is the end point of tone 3 or tone 4. The values of H, H+, L or L- have to be adjusted for individual speakers and for style of speech.

I included tonal targets in parentheses at the beginning of the consonantal region in order to account for the tone shapes of the consonant region in isolation and in sentence initial position. In non-initial position, the consonantal region is where the tonal transition occurs; see Figure (2). The F0 values there are derivable by interpolating surrounding tonal targets, and there is little evidence for the existence of a real target.

Contra Garding (1987), who proposes that the "turning points" of pitch contours are located at C/V boundaries, I find that a more flexible placement of targets as suggested in the above table gives us the best fit for tones in isolation as well as in connected speech. According to my data, tone 1 and tone 3 do have targets at the C/V boundaries, while tone 4 has slightly delayed target, furthermore, tone 2 doesn’t have a target until the middle of the vowel. The delayed target of tone 2 ensures a relatively late rising contour, and predicts correctly that the first half of tone 2 varies according to the tonal transition in connected speech.

Table (1) enables us to generate stylized tonal contours that match tones in isolation. From there, we can proceed to study the more complicated interactions of tones, and tone and intonation. I should make it clear that I am not assuming that tones in isolation are the underlying tonal values, for monosyllables are subject to intonation effects just as longer sequences are. But by comparing tones in isolation to tones in longer sequence, and by controlling our test sentences, we have a good chance of isolating individual effects, and being able to predict pitch contours of uncontrolled sentences. To illustrate where we are and how far we need to go, Figure (3) compares tones generated by Table (1) to the natural pitch contour of the sentence Mu4-diao1 ti2-cai2 you3 bu4-shao2] qu3 zi4 min2-jian1 gu4-shi0, 'The themes of wood carving are often taken from folklores'. I assign 250, 300, 200 and 150 to H, H+, L and L- respectively. The generated pitch contour requires improvements in many aspects. Firstly, some tonal targets need adjustment due to tonal co-articulation; secondly, the scaling of F0 values need more control. I turn to tonal co-articulation in the following section, and discuss two of the pitch scaling factors, catathesis and paragraph structure, in later sections.

2. TONE SEQUENCES

Firstly, we need to investigate tonal co-articulation. Pitch movement in natural speech is gradual. It takes time to reach a L target from a high point,
and possibly takes more time to rise to a H. Tonal targets within a syllable, say, H and L of a falling tone, are not adjacent to each other on the time scale: H is placed toward the beginning of the vowel and L at the end, and there will be sufficient time for the pitch to fall. The physical constraint limits the number of tonal targets in a syllable, and explains why a zig-zag tone is unheard of in natural languages. When different tones are strung together in words and sentences, the situation often arises that adjacent tonal targets have opposite values. That is where tonal co-articulation is expected. Some problems are resolved by not positing a tonal target at the beginning of the consonant. Doing that frees up the consonantal region for tonal transition. Figure (2), mai3 mao1, 'to buy a cat', illustrates this point. When there is no consonant on the second syllable, the tonal transition takes place at the beginning of the vowel, as if part of the vowel is interpreted as functioning as a consonant. The tone and segment template of hai3 ou1, 'seagull' is shown below. The solid line represents the unrealistic pitch by taking the face value of each tonal target. The dotted line gives the adjusted pitch contour that is closer to natural speech. The actual pitch track is shown in Figure (4).

Theoretically, there are several other possibilities to resolve the transition problem: a target may move backward; the value of H and L may be neutralized; or some targets may simply be deleted. In Mandarin, tonal targets rarely move back. Peak delay and adjustment of pitch level are quite common. In the template above and in Figure (4), the end of the syllable hai3 is not as low as it would be in isolation.

The following set of data allow us to look into tonal co-articulation of all disyllabic tonal combinations. They consist of 16 minimal pairs that have the same segments "fu-ji" but contrast in tones. The whole set was recorded three times in random order. Fu3-ji3 changes to Fu[2]-ji3 as a result of tone sandhi, reducing 16 tonal combinations to 15 on the surface. Words/phrases in the fu-ji set differ in syntactic/morphological structures but are similar in prosodic structure: all are in a foot and with primary stress on the final syllable.
Tables (2) and (3) below list the mean values of the tonal targets of fu and ji respectively. Both tables arrange the tones in columns and the tonal contexts in rows. Tones in isolation are given in the first row for comparisons. Pitch trackings of some sample sets are given in Figures (5)-(8).

### Table 2 Tones in the Initial Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>fu1</th>
<th>fu2</th>
<th>fu3</th>
<th>fu4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>isolation</td>
<td>266-266</td>
<td>211-253</td>
<td>214-154</td>
<td>287-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before tone 1</td>
<td>258-270</td>
<td>219-245</td>
<td>213-176</td>
<td>299-218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before tone 2</td>
<td>274-291</td>
<td>216-257</td>
<td>223-168</td>
<td>300-227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before tone 3</td>
<td>273-290</td>
<td>223-281</td>
<td></td>
<td>310-238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before tone 4</td>
<td>268-286</td>
<td>216-243</td>
<td>225-178</td>
<td>300-227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 Tones in the final Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ji1</th>
<th>ji2</th>
<th>ji3</th>
<th>ji4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>isolation</td>
<td>259-258</td>
<td>209-262</td>
<td>211-153</td>
<td>291-162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after tone 1</td>
<td>269-276</td>
<td>209-235</td>
<td>219-144</td>
<td>296-176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after tone 2</td>
<td>266-273</td>
<td>217-249</td>
<td>247-144</td>
<td>281-177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after tone 3</td>
<td>263-272</td>
<td>188-258</td>
<td></td>
<td>284-175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after tone 4</td>
<td>262-266</td>
<td>207-252</td>
<td>201-141</td>
<td>278-174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There may be a reason behind every variation we see in the tables above. Some of the variations are not consistent across all syllable types as discussed in Shih (1987). They are possibly affected by consonant perturbation (Silverman 1987 and works cited therein) and intrinsic vowel height (Steele 1985 and works cited therein), two topics that I won’t address in this paper. Details aside, I highlight the most consistent variations in boldface and discuss them briefly. The main issues could be accounted for by three most general tonal co-articulation rules below.

1. Non-final tone 4 ends in L, rather than L-.
2. The final H of tone 2 is deleted if the following tone starts with H.
3. The beginning L of tone 3 tends to assimilate to the previous H.

In the initial position, as shown in Table 2, a tone 4 never reaches the L- target. Instead, the final value is comparable to the L value at the beginning of a tone 2 or tone 3 in isolation. Moreover, a following tone 2 or tone 3 starts exactly where tone 4 ends; I schematize this situation below. The dotted line shows the changes in pitch contour caused by coarticulation,

![Tonal Targets Diagram](image)

A tone 2 ends lower (245, 243) when the following target is H (tone 1 and tone 4); but ends higher (257, 281) when the following target is L (tone 2 and tone 3). The cause of this situation is not dissimilation. Rather, when a H target follows, the rising slope ends not at the end of the tone 2 syllable, but ends where the following H target is. This phenomenon suggests that the final H of a tone 2 is deleted in the presence of the next H target. Tone 2 seems to end lower in this context only because the value at the syllable boundary does not represent the H
target, but is a point on the rising slope. When the following target is L, the
position of the final H is unaffected and the pitch value at the end of the syllable
reflects the H value. The right-shift of the H target explains the surface
dissimilation effect. The dotted line in the following picture shows the
modification.

```
Tonal Targets
L H H H
Segments
C V C V
```

Everything being equal, tone 2 and tone 3 usually start with the same pitch height
in isolation. We account for this by giving them the same beginning target L.
However, when the preceding target is high, the beginning point of tone 3 is very
often higher than that of tone 2. This situation is unexpected because the pitch
value at the vowel onset of tone 2 should be somewhere between H and L, due to
a delayed initial target, and be higher than a tone 3 with an earlier L target. The
unexpected result arises from rule (3) above. The initial L of tone 3 is sometimes
pulled up in the direction of the preceding H. This happens more frequently in
fast speech across sonorant consonants. And the effect is more apparent when
tone 2 precedes. It seems to me that the falling pitch (with absolutely no initial
rise as in tone 4) and the very low ending is the characteristic of tone 3. The
height of the initial target is less rigid. The co-articulation change is shown below.

```
Tonal Targets
L H L L-
Segments
C V C V
```

Some other general points shown in the above tables include the
following. An utterance initial H target has a much wider range than a L target.
Initial H of tone 1 falls between 250-280 Hz, and H+ of tone 4 280-335 Hz.
There is a difference of 30-50 Hz. The difference among utterance-initial L target
is less than 20 Hz. The picture is reversed for the second syllable, where H target
falls between 245-275 in tone 1, 260-300 in tone 4, but L target spreads from 200
to 255 in tone 3 and 175 to 225 in tone 2. The deviation of L targets is largely due
to tonal co-articulation, for L target tends to be deleted or be assimilated to the
preceding target.

In the final position, a tone 2 starts lower when it follows a tone 3 (188 Hz). This situation is explained by the absence of a target at the vowel onset. The L-value of a preceding tone 3 will affect the beginning of tone 2, but not so much for other tones. Tone 4 does not have the same lowering effect because non-final tone 4 ends in L, the same as the initial tone 2 target, so the pitch at the first part of tone 2 would be level.

Figure (9) shows the improvement after implementing tonal co-articulation rules. What needs to be done at this stage is to study the factors that control F0 scaling. We discuss two of these factors below, catathesis and paragraph structure.

3. CATATHESIS

Catathesis (or down-step) refers to F0 lowering due to specific tonal combination. The most common case is in a sequence H L H, the second H is considerably lower than the first because of the intervening L (Liberman and Pierrehumbert, 1984). The following experiment was designed to test the difference in the catathesis effect of tones with a L target, namely, tone 2, tone 3, and tone 4. All test sentences are five syllables long and have tone 1 in the first, third, and final position. The intervening syllables have one of the four possible tones. The catathesis effect, if any, can be measured by comparing the F0 value of the tone 1 syllables.

The data
1. ji1 sh1 xi1 tu1 ch1
t. 2. gong1 ren2 shou1 fang2 zu1. 'The mechanic fixes the cart.'
3. Jing1 li3 he1 guo3 zi1. 'The worker collects the rent.'
4. shang1 dian4 chu1 jiu4 shu1. 'The manager drinks juice.'
   'The shop publishes old books.'

The data set was recorded in random order, 4 times in natural speech, and 4 times in reiterant speech (Liberman and Streeter, 1978), in which all syllables in the target sentence are replaced by da, while maintaining the original prosodic pattern. The purpose of reiterant speech is to avoid interference of segmental effects from various syllables in the target sentence. Pitch values of the initial, medial, and final tone 1 were measured and averaged. The measurement was taken from the center area of tone 1, avoiding the consonantal effect at the beginning, and optional final raising at the end. Table 4 and Table 5 list the mean pitch value from reiterant and natural speech respectively. The values are arranged by sentential-position in columns, and by sentence types in rows. The sentences are mnemonically numbered after the conditioning tones in the second and fourth position. Figures (10)-(13) give a sample of each sentence.
Table 4  Reiterant Speech

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Medial</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5  Natural Speech

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Medial</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the final tone is the lowest and the initial tone is the highest. This situation is found in sentence 1 as well, where initial, medial, and final tone 1 scale down at a rate of 2% per syllable in reiterant speech, and slightly more in natural speech. Since there is no L target in sentence 1, the lowering effect could not have come from catalexsis. I attribute it to declination.

In both reiterant and natural speech, the sentences with intervening tone 2, 3, or 4 have lower medial and final tone than the sentence that has only tone 1, suggesting that all tones with a L target have some catalexsis effect. There is not much difference on tone 2 and tone 4, while tone 3 exhibits more lowering effect on the following tone.

Roughly speaking, the catalexsis effect of tone 2 and tone 4 is 12% on the medial syllable, and 7% on the final syllable. The catalexsis effect of tone 3 is 14% on the medial syllable, 12% on the final syllable.

There are two reasons why the medial syllable is lowered more than the final one in sentence 2, 3, and 4. 1. The medial syllable is surrounded by L tones, which might pull down the pitch level. 2. The medial syllable is prosodically weak, and a weak syllable is more susceptible to the surrounding environment.

1. All medial syllables in the test sentences are monosyllabic verbs, which are usually weaker than nouns in Mandarin.
The effects of catathesis seem to be related to the actual pitch level of the preceding L. Tone 3 has the lowest pitch level, L-, in the non-final position, so it has the strongest catathesis effect. Tone 2 starts at the L level, and tone 4 only falls to L in the non-final position, therefore both have less catathesis effect. When tone 4 is followed by a neutral tone, in which pitch falls to a even lower point than tone 3, the catathesis effect is indeed much stronger than all our test sentences here (Shih 1987).

Figure (14) shows the result after implementing tonal co-articulation rules, catathesis effects, some other factors discussed in Shih (1987), and smoothing. Although the two pitch contours do not match perfectly, the re-synthesized speech using rule-generated pitch contour represented by the dotted line already sounds very natural.

4. PROMINENCE

This section investigates the interaction of tones and prominence. There are three questions I am trying to answer. 1. How is prominence realized on tones? 2. Would different combinations of tone sequences affect the realization of prominence? 3. What happens to the post-prominence constituents?

A set of time words *jin1-tian1* 'today', *ming2-tian1* 'tomorrow', *mei3-tian1* 'everyday' and *hou4-tian1* 'the day after tomorrow' is embedded in the context *Lao3 Wang2 ___ yao4 mai3 yu2* 'Lao Wang wants to buy fish ___.' Each sentence is repeated three times in three ways: 1. plain statement; 2. statement with emphasis on the subject 'Lao-Wang'; and 3. statement with emphasis on the time words. The data are listed below.

Lao3-Wang2 jin1-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang wants to buy fish today.'
Lao3-Wang2 ming2-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang wants to buy fish tomorrow.'
Lao3-Wang2 mei3-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang wants to buy fish everyday.'
Lao3-Wang2 hou4-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang wants to buy fish the day after tomorrow.'

There are three additional sentences to test the interaction of prominence and low tone; and the effect on post-prominence level tones.

Lao[2]-Wang3 jin1-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang3 wants to buy fish today.'
Lao[2]-Wang3 ming2-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang3 wants to buy fish tomorrow.'
Lao3-Wang2 jin1 tian1 gang1 he1 dong1 gual tang1. 'Lao Wang just drank winter melon soup.'

In the subject *Lao3-Wang2*, *Lao3* is a prefix, thus weak prosodically. When emphasized, the strong syllable *Wang2* receives more prominence effect. The reverse is found in time words. *Tian1* 'day' is a generic noun, which is a prosodically weak member in Mandarin compounds. When emphasized, the strong syllables *jin1, ming2, mei3* and *hou4* are the loci of the prominence.
Figures (15) to (21) present samples from test sentences. When multiple pitch contours are presented in the same figure, the solid line shows the normal reading, the dotted line shows the sentence with the highest prominence on Lao-Wang, and dashed line has the highest prominence on time words. In the following discussion, I use upper case letters to represent a prominent syllable or word, and use lower case for words with less or no prominence.

It is apparent from the figures that prominence is reflected by expanding pitch range: high targets become much higher, while low targets remain at the same level or are slightly lower. Aside from the increased pitch range, more prominent forms also have longer duration and higher intensity.

While the above generalization is true, a closer look of the data reveals a number of surprising details. While longer duration and higher intensity always fall on the most prominent syllable or word, high pitch is sometimes realized on an adjacent but less prominent word. For example, in Figure (15), the most prominent WANG2 ends at 300 Hz, while the following jin1-tian1 is 325 Hz high. In Figure (18), we see no difference in the dotted and dashed pitch tracks of hou4, when the dashed HOU4 should have the highest prominence, and the dotted hou4 is post-prominence, thus a weak syllable.

The mirror image of this situation is also true. Figure (20) shows that the influence of the final target L of WANG3 extends into the beginning of the next syllable ming2, causing a post-prominence tone 2 to begin at a much lower pitch than where WANG3 ends.

This situation is a reflection of the tonal co-articulation rule (2), where I discussed the deletion of the final H target of tone 2 in the presence of a following H target. In those situations, a tone 2 takes the later H to be its target, and extends the rising slope beyond the syllable boundary. What we see in Figure (15), (18), and (21) is a more dramatic display of the same thing.

Taking the shifted H or L to be the real target, the pattern of prominence structures begins to emerge. Figure (22) compares sentences with focus at different loci. The high peaks reach the same level, even though the peaks may not coincide with the focused syllable. While it is widely accepted that prominence will raise a high tone, whether low tone will be lowered is more of a debate. It is not entirely clear from our data that the L target of tone 2 would be lowered under prominence. We have some cases that do and some others that don't. The clearer evidence of low tone lowering comes from the final target of tone 3, which is the lowest target among all tones. Figure (20) shows clearly the

2. Noun phrases consist of a modifier and a generic noun tend to have initial stress. Other examples include professions with ren2 'person', as in gong1-ren2 'work-man, worker', or country names with guo2, country, as in fa4-guo2, France-country'.
lowering of L target on MEI3. The effect is evident on the following syllable ming2. These figures combined provide support to the claim that prominence causes pitch expansion, rather than just pitch raising.

Following a prominent H or L, the pitch level goes back to normal. The first L tone after the prominent H, and the first H after the prominent L, would bring the pitch level back to normal immediately; see Figures (15), (16). However, a string of like tones changes gradually3. Figure (21) shows the gradual fall of tone 1 after a prominent WANG2. If we assume that pitch range expansion is done by scaling tonal targets away from the reference line, an abstract line corresponds to the mid pitch range, we would be able to explain automatically why post-prominence targets remember what the normal values are. When pitch range changes, the reference line remains unaffected. And after prominence, pitch range is scaled back in relation to the reference line, and in turn determines the normal values of H and L targets.

5. PITCH HEIGHT AND DISCOURSE STRUCTURE

In this section I will discuss briefly the difference between prominence effect and what is referred to as initial raising and final lowering of discourse structure.

Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert (1986) assume that discourse exhibits a hierarchical structure, and that hierarchical structure is reflected in intonation by varied pitch ranges: an increase in the pitch range signals the beginning of a discourse segment, while final lowering signals the end of it. The magnitude of increase corresponds to the hierarchical level of discourse structure. While adopting the main concept of Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert, I see strong evidence from Mandarin that initial raising and final lowering actually affects the level of reference line, but does not affect the pitch range.

To study the pitch scaling effect in discourse, I recorded a story without a text, repeated it until I could finish the whole story fluently without undesired pauses and interjections. The story was about thirty sentences long, and had four paragraphs. The story is pitch tracked and H and L targets of all tone 2 are measured for comparison. Tone 2 is chosen because previous study on Mandarin tonal co-articulation suggests that tone 2 is the only tone that will give us a reliable reading of both H and L target, provided that we take the measurement of the final H target in the following tone 1. It is difficult to obtain the value of a H target when a tone 4 follows, so all those samples were discarded.

3. The only case in Mandarin where a string of like tones occurs is in a sequence of tone 1, which has only H targets. There is no tone that is just plain L, the so-called low tone, or tone 3, is actually low-falling. Moreover, strings of tone 3 is subject to a tone sandhi rule that change some to tone 2.
Figure (23) plots all the **reliable** tone 2 from the story. The y axis represents the H target of a tone 2, while the x axis represents the L target. The plot shows a linear dependency between the value of H and L targets: the higher the H target, the higher the L target, and vice versa. The higher tone 2 occurs at the beginning of the story and at the beginning of paragraphs. The lowest tone 2 occurs at the end of the story. Unfortunately, the paragraph structure of the story is not represented in the plot, so the correlation between pitch height and discourse structure wouldn't be obvious. However, it disproves the claim that initial high pitch level is achieved by increased pitch range. If that is the case, we should see the samples gather around a vertical line that represents a more or less invariant pitch level for L targets.

This study sheds some light on the confusion between initial raising and prominence effects. While both have higher H targets, The Mandarin data suggests that the distinction between the two lies in the realization of L targets. Initial raising involves register shift, when both H and L targets are realized with higher pitch value. Prominence effects involve pitch range expansion, which causes H target to be higher and L target to be lower.

6. **CONCLUSION**

Several issues discussed in this paper differ from other intonational studies, I will address them briefly in the conclusion.

Han and Kim (1974) reports on the disyllabic tonal sequence of Vietnamese. They found very little tonal co-articulation. Basically, tone shapes, slopes, and the placement of tonal targets in their study are the same in monosyllabic and disyllabic forms. However, pitch height may be influenced by preceding or following tones. The difference of Vietnamese and Mandarin suggests that tonal co-articulation rules as described in this paper may be language specific.

The tonally triggered catathesis poses a problem for Garding's (1987) grid model for Chinese. The grid model assumes a separation of the speech act related intonation and the lexically defined tones. For statements like the test sentences in section 3, a falling grid is drawn first, and then tonal targets (Garding's turning points) will be placed on grid lines. Ideally, sentences of the same speech act/intonation should share the same grid. But a uniform grid fails to capture the variations caused by the nature of tonal targets. Sentences with only tone 1 take an almost level grid, while sentences with tone 3 require a more steeply falling grid. The sentences here are relatively simple. An uncontrolled sentence with freely combined tones would require even more individual adjustment of grid. At that stage, it is difficult to justify the complete separation of intonation and tones, at least for what a 'statement grid' represents. The catathesis experiment shows that F0 value of each target is not solely determined by speech act, but is largely determined by the tonal composition.
Garding (1983, 1984, 1987) proposes that prominence effect could be captured by setting a jumping grid, in which the grid line is broken and expanded at the location of a prominent constituent, and compressed afterwards for the de-accented post-prominence constituents. I agree in principal that prominence is related to the expansion and compression of pitch range, however, my data shows a great divergency in what a potential prominence grid should look like. Sequences of post prominence tone 1 suggest that grid line should compress gradually, while a L target would require a sudden compression of grid just where the L target is located. Even more problematic is the higher, but unfocused H target after tone 2. Apparently, pitch range can continue to expand when the grid line would suggest a return. In my view, expansion of pitch range is caused by prominence, but the actual implementation could be mechanical. Extension of rising slope into the following H tone is part of a tonal co-articulation rule, and it applies with no reference to meaning or intention. As a result, expanded pitch range can not be automatically translated back to prominence. Garding's model tries to relate speech acts and their functions directly to surface realization of intonation, represented by grids. But since the surface F0 values are affected by many factors simultaneously, it will be quite difficult to find a grid that is meaningful.

Several studies related prominence effect to high pitch. Eady and Cooper (1986) suggest that, among other acoustic correlates, higher F0 topline is a major manifestation of non sentence-final focus. Inkelas, Leben and Cobler (1986) suggest that prominence is represented phonologically by H register. The fact that a prominent L target either lowers or remains at the same height suggests that pitch range expansion is a more appropriate representation.

The confusion of what high pitch could represent may be a reason why Wells (1986) fails to find a correlation between the highest peak and prominence. Although there is a strong correlation between high pitch and prominence, this paper discusses two other possible interpretations: the highest peak in a sentence could be at the sentence/paragraph initial position, signalling the beginning of a discourse structure; it could also be a post-prominence peak, carrying no prominence in itself.
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Figure (9)

Figure (10)

ji1 shi1 xiu1 tu01 che1 'The mechanics fix the cart'
Figure (11)

Figure (12)
Figure (15)

Lao3-Wang2/LAO3-WANG2 jin1-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2.

Figure (16)

Lao3-Wang2/LAO3-WANG2 ming2-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2.
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Figure (17)
Lao3-Wang2 mei3-tian1/MEI3-TIAN1 yao4 mai3 yu2

Figure (18)
LAO3 WANG2 hou4 tian1/Lao3 Wang2 HOU4 TIAN1 yao4 mai3 yu2.
Figure (22)  Lao3-wang2 MING2-TIAN1/LAO3-WANG2 ming2-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2.
TONE AND INTONATION IN MANDARIN*

CHI-LIN SHIH

CORNELL UNIVERSITY and AT&T BELL LABORATORIES

This paper discusses the basic facts about Mandarin intonation. I start with a description of tone shapes and tonal targets in monosyllabic and disyllabic sequences, then proceed to discuss other factors such as catalexis, prominence, and pitch raising and lowering in discourse structure. Although we possibly can never give a exhaustive list of various factors that may influence the realization of F0, a step by step study will bring us closer to our goal.

1. MANDARIN TONES IN ISOLATION

Mandarin Chinese distinguishes four lexical tones: high level, rising, low falling, and falling, which are traditionally referred to as tone 1, tone 2, tone 3 and tone 4 respectively. A numeral following the segmental transcription refers to the designated tone. Figure (1) illustrate a set of minimal pairs with the syllable ma: ma1 'mother', ma2 'hemp', ma3 'horse', and ma4 'to scold'. The figure is a display of the time function of F0 values, with the y axis representing F0 in Hz, and the x axis representing time. In addition to four lexical tonal contrasts, a limited number of lexical items, mostly suffixes and sentential particles, do not have an underlying tone, and their F0 values are predictable from the surrounding tones. The absence of a tone on a syllable is traditionally referred to as neutral tone or tone 0.

A high level tone, or tone 1, starts in a speaker's high pitch range and remains high. As the name implies, there is no drastic pitch movement except a slight dip in the middle of the vowel, and a slight rise toward the end of the syllable. A rising tone, or tone 2, starts at a speaker's mid pitch range, remains level, or drops slightly, during the first half of the vowel and rises up to high at the end. A low tone, or tone 3, is phonetically a low falling tone. It starts at the speaker's mid range and falls to the low range. It is often accompanied by laryngealization at the second half of the syllable. A falling tone, or tone 4, usually peaks around the vowel onset, then falls to the low pitch range at the end. In syllables with initial voiceless consonants, the small rising slope is often invisible.

* Most of the experimental works reported in this paper is done while I was doing post-doc research at AT&T Bell Labs. I am grateful for the support that I received from Mark Liberman. This paper is greatly benefited from comments and suggestions by the following people: Nick Clements, Mark Liberman, Janet Pitrelli, Kim Silverman, and Richard Sproat. I extend my appreciation to them.
and the pitch contour is a straight falling line. In syllables with an on-glide, the pitch is rising through the glide and gives the impression of a delayed peak.

The shape of tone 3 varies the most among all tones due to phonological processes. The low-falling pattern shown in Figure (1) has the highest frequency in speech. It is the pattern that occurs in non-final position. In isolation and in sentence final position, tone 3 may have a rising tail, and that is known as the falling-rising tone. Southern speakers often keep the low-falling pattern even in the final position in casual speech, and use the falling-rising pattern only in deliberate, emphatic speech, or in yes-no question. Northern speakers often use the falling-rising pattern sentence finally in all speech acts. The falling-rising pattern is considered the base form in much of the tonal literature, as in Woo (1969), Yip (1980), and Tseng (1981), because it is the citation form. Another complication at non-final position comes from a tone sandhi process which converts the first of two low tones into a rising tone, see Cheng (1973), Shih (1986). The falling-rising version of tone 3 has the longest duration among all tones, whereas the low-falling version has the shortest duration.

It is interesting to note that the beginning and end points of all tones fall on three distinct levels rather than scattering across a continuum. Tone 1 and tone 4 both start high, very close to where tone 1 and tone 2 end. Tone 2 and tone 3 both begin in the middle range, while tone 3 and tone 4 both fall to the low pitch range. More than 20 repetitions of each tone with various syllable structures confirm our observations so far. The following table summarizes our understanding of the relative values and the placement of tonal targets for each tone.

TABLE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone 1:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone 2:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone 3:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone 4:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>H+</td>
<td>L-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The table is obviously more complicated than a phonological representation consisting of only H and L. However, the additional variation is minimal. H+ represent a pitch level slightly higher then H, and that corresponds to the peak of tone 4. L- is lower than L, that is the end point of tone 3 or tone 4. The values of H, H+, L or L- have to be adjusted for individual speakers and for style of speech.

I included tonal targets in parentheses at the beginning of the consonantal region in order to account for the tone shapes of the consonant region in isolation and in sentence initial position. In non-initial position, the consonantal region is where the tonal transition occurs; see Figure (2). The F0 values there are derivable by interpolating surrounding tonal targets, and there is little evidence for the existence of a real target.

Contra Garding (1987), who proposes that the "turning points" of pitch contours are located at C/V boundaries, I find that a more flexible placement of targets as suggested in the above table gives us the best fit for tones in isolation as well as in connected speech. According to my data, tone 1 and tone 3 do have targets at the C/V boundaries, while tone 4 has slightly delayed target, furthermore, tone 2 doesn’t have a target until the middle of the vowel. The delayed target of tone 2 ensures a relatively late rising contour, and predicts correctly that the first half of tone 2 varies according to the tonal transition in connected speech.

Table (1) enables us to generate stylized tonal contours that match tones in isolation. From there, we can proceed to study the more complicated interactions of tones, and tone and intonation. I should make it clear that I am not assuming that tones in isolation are the underlying tonal values, for monosyllables are subject to intonation effects just as longer sequences are. But by comparing tones in isolation to tones in longer sequence, and by controlling our test sentences, we have a good chance of isolating individual effects, and being able to predict pitch contours of uncontrolled sentences. To illustrate where we are and how far we need to go, Figure (3) compares tones generated by Table (1) to the natural pitch contour of the sentence *Mu4-diao1 ti2-cai2 you3 bu4-shao[2] gu3 zi4 min2-jian1 gu4-shi0*, 'The themes of wood carving are often taken from folklores'. I assign 250, 300, 200 and 150 to H, H+, L and L- respectively. The generated pitch contour requires improvements in many aspects. Firstly, some tonal targets need adjustment due to tonal co-articulation; secondly, the scaling of F0 values need more control. I turn to tonal co-articulation in the following section, and discuss two of the pitch scaling factors, catathesis and paragraph structure, in later sections.

2. TONE SEQUENCES

Firstly, we need to investigate tonal co-articulation. Pitch movement in natural speech is gradual. It takes time to reach a L target from a high point,
and possibly takes more time to rise to a H. Tonal targets within a syllable, say, H and L of a falling tone, are not adjacent to each other on the time scale: H is placed toward the beginning of the vowel and L at the end, and there will be sufficient time for the pitch to fall. The physical constraint limits the number of tonal targets in a syllable, and explains why a zig-zag tone is unheard of in natural languages. When different tones are strung together in words and sentences, the situation often arises that adjacent tonal targets have opposite values. That is where tonal co-articulation is expected. Some problems are resolved by not positing a tonal target at the beginning of the consonant. Doing that frees up the consonantal region for tonal transition. Figure (2), mai3 mao1, 'to buy a cat', illustrates this point. When there is no consonant on the second syllable, the tonal transition takes place at the beginning of the vowel, as if part of the vowel is interpreted as functioning as a consonant. The tone and segment template of hai3 ou1, 'seagull' is shown below. The solid line represents the unrealistic pitch by taking the face value of each tonal target. The dotted line gives the adjusted pitch contour that is closer to natural speech. The actual pitch track is shown in Figure (4).

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Tonal Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai</td>
<td>L-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ou</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theoretically, there are several other possibilities to resolve the transition problem: a target may move backward; the value of H and L may be neutralized; or some targets may simply be deleted. In Mandarin, tonal targets rarely move back. Peak delay and adjustment of pitch level are quite common. In the template above and in Figure (4), the end of the syllable hai3 is not as low as it would be in isolation.

The following set of data allow us to look into tonal co-articulation of all disyllabic tonal combinations. They consist of 16 minimal pairs that have the same segments "fu-ji" but contrast in tones. The whole set was recorded three times in random order. Fu3-ji3 changes to Fu[2]-ji3 as a result of tone sandhi, reducing 16 tonal combinations to 15 on the surface. Words/phrases in the fu-ji set differ in syntactic/morphological structures but are similar in prosodic structure: all are in a foot and with primary stress on the final syllable.
fu1-ji1  V  N  'to hatch a chicken'
fu1-ji2  N's  N  'husband's residence'
fu1-ji3  N  N  'a hatchet and a spear'
fu1-ji4  Mod  N  'apply-medicine, ointment'
fu2-ji1  (V  N)  (V/N)  'planchette'
fu2-ji2  Mod  V  'ambush'
fu2-ji3  V  N  'to hold onto a spear'
fu2-ji4  Mod  N  'the medicine that should be taken internally'
fu3-ji1  Mod  N  'a spare engine'
fu3-ji2  Mod  V  'dive to attack'
fu3-ji3  V  N  'to assist oneself'
fu3-ji4  (Mod  V)  (V/N)  'the assistant in a sacrifice ceremony'
fu4-ji1  Mod  N  'abdominal muscles'
fu4-ji2  V  N  'to carry the book case, to study at far away place'
fu4-ji3  V  N  'to carry the spear, to fight'
fu4-ji4  Mod  V  'attached-mail, to mail with an attachment'

Tables (2) and (3) below list the mean values of the tonal targets of fu and ji respectively. Both tables arrange the tones in columns and the tonal contexts in rows. Tones in isolation are given in the first row for comparisons. Pitch trackings of some sample sets are given in Figures (5)-(8).

Table 2 Tones in the Initial Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>fu1</th>
<th>fu2</th>
<th>fu3</th>
<th>fu4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>isolation</td>
<td>266-266</td>
<td>211-253</td>
<td>214-154</td>
<td>287-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before tone 1</td>
<td>258-270</td>
<td>219-245</td>
<td>213-176</td>
<td>299-218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before tone 2</td>
<td>274-291</td>
<td>216-257</td>
<td>223-168</td>
<td>300-227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before tone 3</td>
<td>273-290</td>
<td>223-281</td>
<td></td>
<td>310-238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before tone 4</td>
<td>268-286</td>
<td>216-243</td>
<td>225-178</td>
<td>300-227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3  Tones in the final Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ji1</th>
<th>ji2</th>
<th>ji3</th>
<th>ji4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>isolation</td>
<td>259-258</td>
<td>209-262</td>
<td>211-153</td>
<td>291-162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after tone 1</td>
<td>269-276</td>
<td>209-235</td>
<td>219-144</td>
<td>296-176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after tone 2</td>
<td>266-273</td>
<td>217-249</td>
<td>247-144</td>
<td>281-177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after tone 3</td>
<td>263-272</td>
<td>188-258</td>
<td></td>
<td>284-175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after tone 4</td>
<td>262-266</td>
<td>207-252</td>
<td>201-141</td>
<td>278-174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There may be a reason behind every variation we see in the tables above. Some of the variations are not consistent across all syllable types as discussed in Shih (1987). They are possibly affected by consonant perturbation (Silverman 1987 and works cited therein) and intrinsic vowel height (Steele 1985 and works cited therein), two topics that I won’t address in this paper. Details aside, I highlight the most consistent variations in boldface and discuss them briefly. The main issues could be accounted for by three most general tonal co-articulation rules below.

1. Non-final tone 4 ends in L, rather than L-.
2. The final H of tone 2 is deleted if the following tone starts with H.
3. The beginning L of tone 3 tends to assimilate to the previous H.

In the initial position, as shown in Table 2, a tone 4 never reaches the L- target. Instead, the final value is comparable to the L value at the beginning of a tone 2 or tone 3 in isolation. Moreover, a following tone 2 or tone 3 starts exactly where tone 4 ends. I schematize this situation below. The dotted line shows the changes in pitch contour caused by coarticulation,

A tone 2 ends lower (245, 243) when the following target is H (tone 1 and tone 4); but ends higher (257, 281) when the following target is L (tone 2 and tone 3). The cause of this situation is not dissimilation. Rather, when a H target follows, the rising slope ends not at the end of the tone 2 syllable, but ends where the following H target is. This phenomenon suggests that the final H of a tone 2 is deleted in the presence of the next H target. Tone 2 seems to end lower in this context only because the value at the syllable boundary does not represent the H
target, but is a point on the rising slope. When the following target is L, the
position of the final H is unaffected and the pitch value at the end of the syllable
reflects the H value. The right-shift of the H target explains the surface
dissimilation effect. The dotted line in the following picture shows the
modification.

```
Tonal Targets
L   H   H   H

Segments
C   V   C   V
```

Everything being equal, tone 2 and tone 3 usually start with the same pitch height
in isolation. We account for this by giving them the same beginning target L.
However, when the preceding target is high, the beginning point of tone 3 is very
often higher than that of tone 2. This situation is unexpected because the pitch
value at the vowel onset of tone 2 should be somewhere between H and L, due to
a delayed initial target, and be higher than a tone 3 with an earlier L target. The
unexpected result arises from rule (3) above. The initial L of tone 3 is sometimes
pulled up in the direction of the preceding H. This happens more frequently in
fast speech across sonorant consonants. And the effect is more apparent when
tone 2 precedes. It seems to me that the falling pitch (with absolutely no initial
rise as in tone 4) and the very low ending is the characteristic of tone 3. The
height of the initial target is less rigid. The co-articulation change is shown below.

```
Tonal Targets
L   H   L   H

Segments
C   V   C   V
```

Some other general points shown in the above tables include the
following. An utterance initial H target has a much wider range than a L target.
Initial H of tone 1 falls between 250-280 Hz, and H+ of tone 4 280-335 Hz.
There is a difference of 30-50 Hz. The difference among utterance-initial L target
is less than 20 Hz. The picture is reversed for the second syllable, where H target
falls between 245-275 in tone 1, 260-300 in tone 4, but L target spreads from 200
to 255 in tone 3 and 175 to 225 in tone 2. The deviation of L targets is largely due
to tonal co-articulation, for L target tends to be deleted or be assimilated to the
preceding target.

In the final position, a tone 2 starts lower when it follows a tone 3 (188 Hz). This situation is explained by the absence of a target at the vowel onset. The L-value of a preceding tone 3 will affect the beginning of tone 2, but not so much for other tones. Tone 4 does not have the same lowering effect because non-final tone 4 ends in L, the same as the initial tone 2 target, so the pitch at the first part of tone 2 would be level.

Figure (9) shows the improvement after implementing tonal co-articulation rules. What needs to be done at this stage is to study the factors that control F0 scaling. We discuss two of these factors below, catathesis and paragraph structure.

3. CATATHESIS

Catathesis (or down-step) refers to F0 lowering due to specific tonal combination. The most common case is in a sequence H L H, the second H is considerably lower than the first because of the intervening L (Liberman and Pierrehumbert, 1984). The following experiment was designed to test the difference in the catathesis effect of tones with a L target, namely, tone 2, tone 3, and tone 4. All test sentences are five syllables long and have tone 1 in the first, third, and final position. The intervening syllables have one of the four possible tones. The catathesis effect, if any, can be measured by comparing the F0 value of the tone 1 syllables.

The data
1. jil shi1 xiu1 tuo1 che1. ‘The mechanic fixes the cart.’
2. gong1 ren2 shou1 fang2 zu1. ‘The worker collects the rent.’
3. Jing1 li3 he1 guo3 zi1. ‘The manager drinks juice’
4. shang1 dian4 chu1 jiu4 shu1. ‘The shop publishes old books.’

The data set was recorded in random order, 4 times in natural speech, and 4 times in reiterant speech (Liberman and Streeter, 1978), in which all syllables in the target sentence are replaced by da, while maintaining the original prosodic pattern. The purpose of reiterant speech is to avoid interference of segmental effects from various syllables in the target sentence. Pitch values of the initial, medial, and final tone 1 were measured and averaged. The measurement was taken from the center area of tone 1, avoiding the consonantal effect at the beginning, and optional final raising at the end. Table 4 and Table 5 list the mean pitch value from reiterant and natural speech respectively. The values are arranged by sentential-position in columns, and by sentence types in rows. The sentences are mnemonically numbered after the conditioning tones in the second and fourth position. Figures (10)-(13) give a sample of each sentence.
Table 4  Reiterant Speech

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Medial</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5  Natural Speech

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Medial</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the final tone is the lowest and the initial tone is the highest. This situation is found in sentence 1 as well, where initial, medial, and final tone 1 scale down at a rate of 2% per syllable in reiterant speech, and slightly more in natural speech. Since there is no L target in sentence 1, the lowering effect could not have come from catathesis. I attribute it to declination.

In both reiterant and natural speech, the sentences with intervening tone 2, 3, or 4 have lower medial and final tone than the sentence that has only tone 1, suggesting that all tones with a L target have some catathesis effect. There is not much difference on tone 2 and tone 4, while tone 3 exhibits more lowering effect on the following tone.

Roughly speaking, the catathesis effect of tone 2 and tone 4 is 12% on the medial syllable, and 7% on the final syllable. The catathesis effect of tone 3 is 14% on the medial syllable, 12% on the final syllable.

There are two reasons why the medial syllable is lowered more than the final one in sentence 2, 3, and 4. 1. The medial syllable is surrounded by L tones, which might pull down the pitch level. 2. The medial syllable is prosodically weak,\(^1\) and a weak syllable is more susceptible to the surrounding environment.

---

1. All medial syllables in the test sentences are monosyllabic verbs, which are usually weaker than nouns in Mandarin.
The effects of catathesis seem to be related to the actual pitch level of the preceding L. Tone 3 has the lowest pitch level, L-, in the non-final position, so it has the strongest catathesis effect. Tone 2 starts at the L level, and tone 4 only falls to L in the non-final position, therefore both have less catathesis effect. When tone 4 is followed by a neutral tone, in which pitch falls to a even lower point than tone 3, the catathesis effect is indeed much stronger than all our test sentences here (Shih 1987).

Figure (14) shows the result after implementing tonal co-articulation rules, catathesis effects, some other factors discussed in Shih (1987), and smoothing. Although the two pitch contours do not match perfectly, the resynthesized speech using rule-generated pitch contour represented by the dotted line already sounds very natural.

4. PROMINENCE

This section investigates the interaction of tones and prominence. There are three questions I am trying to answer. 1. How is prominence realized on tones? 2. Would different combinations of tone sequences affect the realization of prominence? 3. What happens to the post-prominence constituents?

A set of time words jin1-tian1 'today', ming2-tian1 'tomorrow', mei3-tian1 'everyday' and hou4-tian1 'the day after tomorrow' is embedded in the context Lao3 Wang2 yao4 mai3 yu2 'Lao Wang wants to buy fish' Each sentence is repeated three times in three ways: 1. plain statement; 2. statement with emphasis on the subject 'Lao-Wang'; and 3. statement with emphasis on the time words. The data are listed below.

Lao3-Wang2 jin1-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang wants to buy fish today.'
Lao3-Wang2 ming2-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang wants to buy fish tomorrow.'
Lao3-Wang2 mei3-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang wants to buy fish everyday.'
Lao3-Wang2 hou4-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang wants to buy fish the day after tomorrow.'

There are three additional sentences to test the interaction of prominence and low tone; and the effect on post-prominence level tones.

Lao[2]-Wang3 jin1-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang3 wants to buy fish today.'
Lao[2]-Wang3 ming2-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2. 'Lao Wang3 wants to buy fish tomorrow.'
Lao3-Wang2 jin1 tian1 gang1 he1 dong1 gual tang1. 'Lao Wang just drank winter melon soup.'

In the subject Lao3-Wang2, Lao3 is a prefix, thus weak prosodically. When emphasized, the strong syllable Wang2 receives more prominence effect. The reverse is found in time words. Tian1 'day' is a generic noun, which is a prosodically weak member in Mandarin compounds. When emphasized, the strong syllables jin1, ming2, mei3 and hou4 are the loci of the prominence.
Figures (15) to (21) present samples from test sentences. When multiple pitch contours are presented in the same figure, the solid line shows the normal reading, the dotted line shows the sentence with the highest prominence on Lao-Wang, and dashed line has the highest prominence on time words. In the following discussion, I use upper case letters to represent a prominent syllable or word, and use lower case for words with less or no prominence.

It is apparent from the figures that prominence is reflected by expanding pitch range: high targets become much higher, while low targets remain at the same level or are slightly lower. Aside from the increased pitch range, more prominent forms also have longer duration and higher intensity.

While the above generalization is true, a closer look of the data reveals a number of surprising details. While longer duration and higher intensity always fall on the most prominent syllable or word, high pitch is sometimes realized on an adjacent but less prominent word. For example, in Figure (15), the most prominent WANG2 ends at 300 Hz, while the following jin1-tian1 is 325 Hz high. In Figure (18), we see no difference in the dotted and dashed pitch tracks of hou4, when the dashed HOU4 should have the highest prominence, and the dotted hou4 is post-prominence, thus a weak syllable.

The mirror image of this situation is also true. Figure (20) shows that the influence of the final target L of WANG3 extends into the beginning of the next syllable ming2, causing a post-prominence tone 2 to begin at a much lower pitch than where WANG3 ends.

This situation is a reflection of the tonal co-articulation rule (2), where I discussed the deletion of the final H target of tone 2 in the presence of a following H target. In those situations, a tone 2 takes the later H to be its target, and extends the rising slope beyond the syllable boundary. What we see in Figure (15), (18), and (21) is a more dramatic display of the same thing.

Taking the shifted H or L to be the real target, the pattern of prominence structures begins to emerge. Figure (22) compares sentences with focus at different loci. The high peaks reach the same level, even though the peaks may not coincide with the focused syllable. While it is widely accepted that prominence will raise a high tone, whether low tone will be lowered is more of a debate. It is not entirely clear from our data that the L target of tone 2 would be lowered under prominence. We have some cases that do and some others that don’t. The clearer evidence of low tone lowering comes from the final target of tone 3, which is the lowest target among all tones. Figure (20) shows clearly the

---

2. Noun phrases consist of a modifier and a generic noun tend to have initial stress. Other examples include professions with ren2 'person', as in gong2-ren2 'work-man, worker', or country names with guo2, country, as in 'fa4-guo2, France-country'.
lowering of L target on MEI3. The effect is evident on the following syllable ming2. These figures combined provide support to the claim that prominence causes pitch expansion, rather than just pitch raising.

Following a prominent H or L, the pitch level goes back to normal. The first L tone after the prominent H, and the first H after the prominent L, would bring the pitch level back to normal immediately; see Figures (15), (16). However, a string of like tones changes gradually3. Figure (21) shows the gradual fall of tone 1 after a prominent WANG2. If we assume that pitch range expansion is done by scaling tonal targets away from the reference line, an abstract line corresponds to the mid pitch range, we would be able to explain automatically why post-prominence targets remember what the normal values are. When pitch range changes, the reference line remains unaffected. And after prominence, pitch range is scaled back in relation to the reference line, and in turn determines the normal values of H and L targets.

5. PITCH HEIGHT AND DISCOURSE STRUCTURE

In this section I will discuss briefly the difference between prominence effect and what is referred to as initial raising and final lowering of discourse structure.

Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert (1986) assume that discourse exhibits a hierarchical structure, and that hierarchical structure is reflected in intonation by varied pitch ranges: an increase in the pitch range signals the beginning of a discourse segment, while final lowering signals the end of it. The magnitude of increase corresponds to the hierarchical level of discourse structure. While adopting the main concept of Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert, I see strong evidence from Mandarin that initial raising and final lowering actually affects the level of reference line, but does not affect the pitch range.

To study the pitch scaling effect in discourse, I recorded a story without a text, repeated it until I could finish the whole story fluently without undesired pauses and interjections. The story was about thirty sentences long, and had four paragraphs. The story is pitch tracked and H and L targets of all tone 2 are measured for comparison. Tone 2 is chosen because previous study on Mandarin tonal co-articulation suggests that tone 2 is the only tone that will give us a reliable reading of both H and L target, provided that we take the measurement of the final H target in the following tone 1. It is difficult to obtain the value of a H target when a tone 4 follows, so all those samples were discarded.

---

3. The only case in Mandarin where a string of like tones occurs is in a sequence of tone 1, which has only H targets. There is no tone that is just plain L, the so-called low tone, or tone 3, is actually low-falling. Moreover, strings of tone 3 is subject to a tone sandhi rule that change some to tone 2.
Figure (23) plots all the reliable tone 2 from the story. The y axis represents the H target of a tone 2, while the x axis represents the L target. The plot shows a linear dependency between the value of H and L targets: the higher the H target, the higher the L target, and vice versa. The higher tone 2 occurs at the beginning of the story and at the beginning of paragraphs. The lowest tone 2 occurs at the end of the story. Unfortunately, the paragraph structure of the story is not represented in the plot, so the correlation between pitch height and discourse structure wouldn't be obvious. However, it disproves the claim that initial high pitch level is achieved by increased pitch range. If that is the case, we should see the samples gather around a vertical line that represents a more or less invariant pitch level for L targets.

This study sheds some light on the confusion between initial raising and prominence effects. While both have higher H targets, The Mandarin data suggests that the distinction between the two lies in the realization of L targets. Initial raising involves register shift, when both H and L targets are realized with higher pitch value. Prominence effects involve pitch range expansion, which causes H target to be higher and L target to be lower.

6. CONCLUSION

Several issues discussed in this paper differ from other intonational studies, I will address them briefly in the conclusion.

Han and Kim (1974) reports on the disyllabic tonal sequence of Vietnamese. They found very little tonal co-articulation. Basically, tone shapes, slopes, and the placement of tonal targets in their study are the same in monosyllabic and disyllabic forms. However, pitch height may be influenced by preceding or following tones. The difference of Vietnamese and Mandarin suggests that tonal co-articulation rules as described in this paper may be language specific.

The tonally triggered catathesis poses a problem for Garding’s (1987) grid model for Chinese. The grid model assumes a separation of the speech act related intonation and the lexically defined tones. For statements like the test sentences in section 3, a falling grid is drawn first, and then tonal targets (Garding’s turning points) will be placed on grid lines. Ideally, sentences of the same speech act/intonation should share the same grid. But a uniform grid fails to capture the variations caused by the nature of tonal targets. Sentences with only tone 1 take an almost level grid, while sentences with tone 3 require a more steeply falling grid. The sentences here are relatively simple. An uncontrolled sentence with freely combined tones would require even more individual adjustment of grid. At that stage, it is difficult to justify the complete separation of intonation and tones, at least for what a 'statement grid' represents. The catathesis experiment shows that F0 value of each target is not solely determined by speech act, but is largely determined by the tonal composition.
Garding (1983, 1984, 1987) proposes that prominence effect could be captured by setting a *jumping* grid, in which the grid line is broken and expanded at the location of a prominent constituent, and compressed afterwards for the de-accented post-prominence constituents. I agree in principal that prominence is related to the expansion and compression of pitch range, however, my data shows a great divergency in what a potential prominence grid should look like. Sequences of post prominence tone 1 suggest that grid line should compress gradually, while a L target would require a sudden compression of grid just where the L target is located. Even more problematic is the higher, but unfocused H target after tone 2. Apparently, pitch range can continue to expand when the grid line would suggest a return. In my view, expansion of pitch range is caused by prominence, but the actual implementation could be mechanical. Extension of rising slope into the following H tone is part of a tonal co-articulation rule, and it applies with no reference to meaning or intention. As a result, expanded pitch range can not be automatically translated back to prominence. Garding's model tries to relate speech acts and their functions directly to surface realization of intonation, represented by grids. But since the surface F0 values are affected by many factors simultaneously, it will be quite difficult to find a grid that is meaningful.

Several studies related prominence effect to high pitch. Eady and Cooper (1986) suggest that, among other acoustic correlates, higher F0 topline is a major manifestation of non sentence-final focus. Inkelas, Leben and Cobler (1986) suggest that prominence is represented phonologically by H register. The fact that a prominent L target either lowers or remains at the same height suggests that pitch range expansion is a more appropriate representation.

The confusion of what high pitch could represent may be a reason why Wells (1986) fails to find a correlation between the highest peak and prominence. Although there is a strong correlation between high pitch and prominence, this paper discusses two other possible interpretations: the highest peak in a sentence could be at the sentence/paragraph initial position, signalling the beginning of a discourse structure; it could also be a post-prominence peak, carrying no prominence in itself.
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The Syllable as with 4 tones
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Figure (10)

ji1 shi1 xiu1 qu0 che1 'The mechanic fixes the cart'
Figure (21)

Figure (22)

Lao3-wang2 MING2-TIAN1/LAO3-WANG2 ming2-tian1 yao4 mai3 yu2.
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